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wore a thin veil, but pushed this up
over her hat as her examination begun. Previous witnesses testified to
renting an 'apartment in the tender
loin to Johnson, which was occupied
NOT
by Miss Schreiber, and to having sold
furniture for the apartment to the
pugilist.
Miss Schreiber testified that
she
first met Johnson in 1909, while she
was an inmate of one of the most
notorious resorts of Chicago, when she
was 22 years old.
Johnson went to New York, but called her up by telephone and sent her
money to her through his manager,
FRIENDS she said. She went to New York, to
A
ONLY
FEW
visit the fighter, paying her expenses
from money sent by Johnson's manRELA- ager.
AND
OFFICIALS
COURT
When Attorney Parkin, representing
TIVES OF THE PRIZEFIGHTER
the government, attempted to bring
ALONE ADMITTED
out details of the young woman's relations with Johnson, Judge Carpen
WITNESS IS CALLED ter ruled that Inasmuch as these were
FIRST
admitted he would refrain rrom
the ears of the
with them.
PROPRIETRESS OF A RESORT IN The woman 'was still jury
on the stand
IS EXAMINED
PITTSBURGH
when the noon recess was taken.

A

WEAPON
When a
FRAME-U- r
carrying a hue revolver entered
the Arcade cafe early this morning
and ordered Joseph Seligman, the pro
prietor, to throw up his hands, Selig
man hurled the contents of a can of
tomatoes in the
eyes and
stabbed him with the can opener. He
then took the revolver from the temporarily blinded robber, who made a
ATCENSORS
THAT IS THE WAY HE bTYLES dash for the door and escaped. Se- FEDERAL JUDGE
to
anoththen
ligman
open
proceeded
AT HEARING OF
ATTACK MADE UPON HIS
TENDANCE
er can of tomatoes for today's soup.
MORAA.ITY.
BIG NEGRO'S CASE

Cal., May 8 "Slit
cannot be worn in Los Vnge-le- s
schools bv students. This order
caused the absence from Polytechnic
High school today by Misse Leona
and Leonitas Parker, sisters, who
were told to go home ana- cnange
their raiment when they entered their
class room with ankles twinkling
through vents in their skirts.
Principal W. A. Dunn's order was
vigorously protested by fellow students of the Parker girls, who accused
the principal of discrimination, In
that he allowed a young woman employed in the school offices to wear LEADER
such a skirt.
Los Angeles,

Bkii'Ls"
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WASHINGTON

PRESIDENT

WIL-

FOR A BRIEF TIME
LATE TODAY.

ACTION NOT KNOWN

COPPER STOCK DECREASES
Xew York, May 8. The statement

IN

VICE

O'HARA CONDUCTED ILLINOIS
VESTIGATION INTO WHITE

of the Copper Producers' association
iiB of Tv.'uy
1, shows a (Increase in
stock? on hand of 2N. 720,102 pounds,
HOTEL
oer the previous month.
The decrease was in excess of all

IN-

SLAVERY.

GETS ANOTHER FORTUNE
London, May 8. The Marquis of
Hereford, former husband of Alice
Thaw of Pittsburgh, whose marriage
was annulled oil her petition in 1908,
is about to marry again. The prospective bride of the 'marquis, who is
better known as the Karl of Yarwho is
mouth, is Mrs.
much his senior In h'ie. She has a
left to her by her
fortune of
former husband.'
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$5,000,000

was filled to overflowing when the
"conspirators" were brought in. They
included, besides the "general," Miss
Harriet Rebecca Kerr, Miss Agnes
Lake, Miss Rachel Barrett, Mrs.
Beatrice Saunders, Miss Annie Ken-neMiss Laura Lennox
and the
'

0
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YAQUIS WILL ADD
TO THE HORRORS OF THE
CAMPAIGN
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Nogales, Ariz., May 8. A troop
train bearing 250 federal soldiers was
destroyed by dynamite and 'most of
the passengers killed, said an official
state report received here today. The
disaster occurred near tho Sonora-Sinalo- a
line. .The federate were, on
the way from San Bias to Alamos,
when intercepted by the insurgents,
along tho
who., had planted mines
...
tracks.
r.
Nearly 2,000 uncivilized Yaqui Indians have joined the stato troops,
'
said the report.
hero
officers
States
United
army
today' heard nothing oi the reported
capture of the war aeroplane below
Tucson, and continued their search
for the missing machine.

FELON

HENRY LEE MOORE, SERVING
LIFE TERM, ACCUSED OF
25 HOMICIDES.

A

.

Leavenworth, Kan., May 2. Twenty-fmurders committed in the last
three years in Missouri, Kan&as,
Colorado, Iowa and Illinois by means
of blows from an axe, are ascribed to
Henry Lee Moore, now serving a life
term in the Missouri penitentiary, according to a theory announced today
by W. M. McLaughry, special agent
of the department of justice, after an
axe
exhaustive study of the
murders.
to Moore
. The axe murders ascribed
by McClaughry are:
K:'.- Wayne, wile-anchild, Mrs.
A. J. Burnham and two children, Colorado Springs, Colo., September, 1011.
M. E. Dawson, wife and daughter,
Monmouth, 111., October 10, 1911.
William Showman, wife and three
children, Ellsworth, Kansas, October
ive

-

'

Aviators to Help the Rebels
Los Angeles, Calif., May 8. Eight,
men, including several American avia-the.
tion enthusiasts, are involved-i- n

alleged plan to furnishMexican rebels with an aeroplifte' ce's,
u
resulted yesterday in the '
bidier Massen and his machinist,
Thomas Dean, at Tucson, on charges
of violation of tha neutrality laws.
This was the statement made by D".d-loUnited
VV. Robinson, assistant
States attorney, who ordered the arrest of the French aviator and Dean,
a British subject.
According to Robinson and Mexican
Consul Pino y Cuevas, the plans of
the rebel Events, have been known to
the federal authorities here ever since
they opened negotiations to purchase
flying machines for utie in tha war
against Herta.
The rebel agents, including several
Americans, laid their plans in Tasa-denit was said, and had offered
$55,000 for the services of an aviator
and au aeroplane for three months
in Sonora
Robinson declared that there was
r.o complaint or suspicion
against
Glenn Martin, the aviator who sold
the machine which was captured yesterday by United States deputy marshals 30 miles south of Tucson. He
said, however, that more arrests might
be expected todrj'.
A.N. Griffith, secretary of the Aero
Club of Southern California, received
a telegram today from Massen in
which he said that he would appeal
the French ambassador at Wash-slon- .
irgton.
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IS, 1911.
Kan-

Rolin Hudson and wife, Paola,
sas, June, 1911.
J. M. Moore, four, children, and two
girl guests, Villisca, Iowa, June, 1912.
Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. Moore, 'Columbia.
Mr. McClaughry was called to ast ist
of the Villisca
in the investigation
murders and since then he continued
to the study axe crimes. He calls attention that the first of the series of
lminleis did not occur until Moore's re-

lease from the state reformatory
at Hutchinson, Kan., where he had
terved a term for forgery. He states
further each of the 25 persons mur- dered, hail of them children, were,
slain in their homes and that traces
indicative of the most gross brutality
were left. In each case the bloody
axe was found as though left as the
murderer's fiendish insignia. Moore's
admission that for years his mind had
been immersed in the study of terrible crimes, McClaughry says, influenced him greatly in the formation of
his theory.
Mr. McClaughry said the strangely
similar circumstances in the murder!
series could lead to no other conclu-jtMr. McClaughry is a Bon of
Warden McClaughry of the federal!
Federals are Defeated
prison here and has charge ot the
bureau of criminal identitication at
Douglas, Ariz., May 8. Federal
forces lost a battle yesterday at Santa
the penitentiary.
Henry Lee Moore went to the peni- - Rosa near Guaymas, according to
at Jefferson City after being 'rivals here today. The government
found guilty of the murder ot his lost 33 men killed and 42 taken prismother and grandmother, Mrs. Mary oners, besides 150 rifles and ammuniWilson and Mrs. George Moore, at tion whiie the state forces lost 10
last killed and 20 wounded.
Mo., in December,
Columbia,
on trial made
Colonel Alvarado and 700 well armj ear. Moore while
ed men, more than half of whom were
many damaging admissions and
iradicting statements. He said he had recruited from tha nearby mines, left
made a study of famous murders, in- Cananea today to hasten to assist tho
cluding the Dr. Crippen case in Eng- insurgents Investing Guaymas.
land.
a,
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eral Judge Carpenter's censorship of
attendance at the trial of the nemo
prize fighter, "Jack" Johnson, on a
white slavery charge, was apparent
in the empty benches at today's session oi court. A lew negro friends oi
the defendant and a half a dozen
while men constituted the audience.
For appearance iu court the figater
has discarded lus diamonds and other
jewelry, and ptesented himself in a
subdued shade of hluo apparel. At
the Union depot, where Johnson went
to. meet a friend before court opened,
he was hissed by the crowd.
Estelle Henderson,:- alias Painter,
proprietress of a resodt at Pittsburgh,
testified that she had dismissed Belle
Schreiber, the "white slave" of the
present case, from the house. The
government had hoped to. show that
this action wasJue.to the schrejbr
woman's association' fill Johnson, but"
objection of the defense to this line
of examination was sustained.
The Woman Testifies
Belle Shreiber, the vfoman for transporting whom from Pittsburgh to Chicago, the negro prize fighter, Jack
Johnson, is
being trei under the
Mann white slave act, was a witness
in Federal Judge Carpenter's court
here today.
A slight, rather pretty brunette, she
sank into the, witness chair and faced
the big negro whose association witu
her is admitted by the defense. Su?j

d
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AND FIFTY MEXFEDERALS DESTROYED
f BY REBEL MINES

TWO HUNDRED
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estimates, and compares with a reduc- OFFICIAL'S ENEMIES CLAIM HE
;THE MIKADO'S NATION NOT IN A tion of about 18,000,000
pounds in the
TOOK WOMAN TO A CHIHURRY TO PRECIPITATE
preceding month. Production for
CAGO HOSTELRY.
DEBATE.
April was very little less than in
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
March, but total deliveries in April
'iue missing regCnicugo, May
Washington, May 8. With Secre- was 10,000,OCO pounds, due largely to
tary Bryan's return from California foreign demand, which was greater ister of a Chicago liouel which fig,".!;
8.
Senate: Not!
Washington,
ures in the secret aliiUavit pitsjeiiteu
early today the diplomatic stage of by over 8,000,000 pounds.
Me4':s
3
in
m: Friday.
session.
p.
moral-ivsenate
state
the
aiiaeking the
the negotiations between Japan and
Commerce eciuuis-sioreferred to
o Lieutenant uovtsi'iior O'Hara,
the United States over the alien Jind
La Follctte seamen's
chairman of the vice commission, was
TARIFF BILL WILL
questions actually was reached.
found today.
involuntaiy servitude bill for hearings
Secretary Bryan's first move, upon
The affidavit was preieuica oy Dep- during the present session, and order-ere-d
his return today, was to confer with
leport on nomination
President Wiison to take a first-hanSOON PASS HOUSE uty Sherili Richard M. bullivao, but of a favorable
as commissioner!
Davies
F.
was
Joseph
made
whose
it
another
as
found
situation
he
it
of
the
by
person
report
In California.
identity is somewhat obscure so far of corporations.
Hear! 113 of Al;
problems before
The Japanese embassy had been ENGROSSED MEASURE COMES UP as tiie public is concerned. It was
territories committee was resumed.
of
the
insistence
the
upon
its
formal
proproduced'
diplomatic
withholding
FOR READING FOR LAST TIME
e
House:
In session 2 p. m. to
lieutenant, governor, who declares
test on the Webb bill for the secTHIS AFTERNOON
vote
on
consideration
tariff
and
is
of
foimed
that
it
a
now
believis
part
conspiracy
retary's return, and It
'
in the underworld by persons whose bill.
ed to be that government's plan to '
Washington, May 8. Delayed in its incomes were threatened
cruwithhold it still longer until inquiry
by his
passage last night by a parliamentary
sade against vice.
can be made of the United States as
bill
tariff
Underwood
the
technicality,
The affidavit is said to state that
to just what this government pro- a as
engrossed today for presentation
to
do
Johnson
last January O'Hara and a prominent
if
Governor
poses
to the house at its hour of meeting
young woman of Springfield regis- TO BE TAKtN-Osigns the bill and it becomes a law. 2 p. rn.
tered at the Hotel 'merman as T. D.
Under such a plan of action the proinsistBecause of the democratic
Duncan
and wife. A Springfield miltest probably will not be delivered ence on a
point of order against the
today. The protest will open the for- republican motion to recommit the lionaire and another woman, said to president Wilson desires achave registered as "J. J. Miller and
mal diplomatic negotiations which bill to the
tion ON REFORM BE BTGUN
ways and means committer
AT PRESENT SESSION.
may lead to a test in the supreme with a view to forcing a tariff com- wife" are alleged to have shared the
A handwriting excourt whether such a law is in. con- mission
"Duncan"
suite.
provision, the reading of the
will compare the signature "Duntravention of a treaty with Japan. bill In it3
Washington, May 8. Currency legengrossed form was made pert
to
of
with
The negotiations also may lead
can"
that
O'Hara.
will be taken
islation
up by the
necessary. The parliamentary tactia proposal of arbitration at The cians of both the
announce1.
This
about
June
house
minorand
majority
ment was made today by Representa- Hague tribunal for a determination ity
"LITTLE ITALY" BURNED
for the final fray
today
prepared
of the anthropological status of the over the
Pueblo, Colo., May 8. Six houses five Oscar W. Underwood, the
point of order, but the reJapanese race to settle whether they sult, in view of the large democratic ere burned in the section of the city cratic house leader, after a confer- are eligible to citizenship In the UnitPresimajority in the house, was a foregone known as "little Italy" early this morn- ence at the White House with
ed States.
ing and 25 families in the distrct fled dent Wilson, who urged that banking
conclusion.
the
democraMeantime
Secretary Bryan found such an ac- tic leaders in 'the senate were pre- from their homes in panic. Tha fire reforms be considered at the present
cumulation of business when he red
for the consideration of the bill marled simultaneously in three houses,! session, and laws be enacted if
turned to his desk that he at first paring
is attributed to the Black Hand. sible.
there.
gave up his plan of conferring with
When the house convened RepubliPresident Wilson before leaving for can
Leader Mann evoked a round of
T
he
Baltimore, where tonight he is to
by withdrawing his demand
applause
the
of
of
Charles
the guest
Grasty,
for the reading of the bill. Mr. Payne
Baltimcie Sun.
then
presented the republican motion
But almost at the last moment a
TO
to recommit the tariff bill with its
brief conference was arranged late
tariff commission provision, the subthis afternoon at whicu fr. Bryan stitute for the wool
schedule, with
HAVE
expected to lay a general report ot instructions to revisrf the rates acbefore the president.
his mission
cording to the difference in the cost
From Baltimore Mr. Bryan expects to
of production at home and abroad.
toLondon,
May 3. The damage to suddenly collapsed in a heap on the
continue Ho New York to speak
enLeader Murdock
Progressive
in
the British IsleB caused floor of the prisoners' enclosure at
inter
property
the
morrow at a dinner before
deavored to get in with a progressive by the militant suffragettes during the Bow street police court this mornnational commission arranging thel
motion to recommit the bill, but the last three months amounts to
ing when proceedings under the macentenary celebration of the treaty orji
Clark gave prior recognition more than $5,000,000, according to an licious damage act were resumed
Speaker
Ghent
to Representative Payne and the pro- official estimate made
today by the against the suffragette leaders. She
motion was ruled out.
gressive
was carried out of court by a jailor
at
Yard.
Scotland
authorites
MURDER IS SUSPECTED
Majority Leader Underwood immeoe add- and a wardress. The revelations made
must
To
this
sum,
8.
Two
say,
they
May
Ireland,
Queenstown,
diately made the point of order that ed the increased cost of protecting during previous hearings had whetof the crew of the steamship Merion, the
republican tariff commission bill lives and property. Three detectives ted the public appetite, and the court
which arrived here this morning from was not a
germane amendment to the
over
Philadelphia, are being kept under tariff bill. While the debate on the have been assigned to watch,
all
at
cabinet
of
member
the
each
vessel
the
until
close supervision
In progress, Mrs.
while ail suspected persons are
are under point of order was
times,
They
reaches Liverpool.
with
GOOD ADVERTISING
Wilson, wife of the president,
shadowed by plain clothes men, and
suspicion of being connected with the two women
took her place in all
guests,
public buildings have been placed
murder of Lindsay, the third engineer
the executive gallery.
IS NEWS
under special guard. Figured at this
of the steamship, whose body was
ara
activtles
the
the
after
rate,
river
suffragette
found in the Delaware
Manufacturers, merchants and
costing the country at least $25,000,-00Merion had sailed from Philadelphia
JEFFRIES
SMITH
a year.
others who use the advertising
on April 27.
The militant section of the British
columns of THE OPTIC no
No action was taken by the authorBE
liluii iiAlE suffragettes intends to inaugurate a longer regard their expendiities here, but it was learned that
tures in the light of expense,
blood stains were found on the steamcampaign of even greater violence in
order to avenge the defeat of the
but of investment.
er, looking to the suspicion that the
woman's suffrage bill Tuesday night
Now that advertising Is being
murder was committed on board, and MAN WHO WILL MEET JESS
DESIRES EXPERT
and the prosecution of the Central
the body of the victim was thrown
purged of exaggeration and unSPARRING PARTNER.,
Militant organization.
overboard.
truth, the reading public, espeAdvanced members of the fighting
cially that large circle ot OPSan Francisco, May 8. In prepara- sisterhood' declared today that the
TIC readers who receive the
GOMPERS MAKES APPEAL
scheduled
to
the
bout
be
are
for
tion
few
events
of
the
8
for
last
days
paper at their homes or careAttorneys
Washington, May
Samuel Gompers, John Mitchell and for May 17, Jess Willartt lias no less eclipsed by worse things to come.
fully carry it home with them,
each day, take as much interest
Frank Morrison asked the district than five men at nis training quar- "Votes for Women", the woman sufin the advertisements as they
court of appeals today to stay its man ters as sparring partners, while "Gun- frage newspaper edited by Mr. and
do In the news.
date sentencing Gompers to 30 days in boat" Smith has so far been obliged Mrs. Pethlck Lawrence, says today:
services
the
with
to
himself
content
a
Mitchell
perMorrison
"We
see
and
before
the
country
and
After all, OPTIC advertising
fining
jail
of of only Bob Armstrong. , But even iod of disorder such as nas not been
$500 each in affirming contempt
IS news of the most interes'tlng,
court judgments against the labor this, say the fight fans, does not ex- known for decades, perhaps for ceninstructive and profitable kind.
to turies. We see a prospect of violence
And if it is a good Investment
leaders in the Buck's Stove and Range plain what moved the
ease, Counsel asked for the stay, an- send to Jim Jeffries this telegram:
for the advertiser to place his
being answered by violence In a ter"Do you want to come north and rible crescendo. We foresee the likenews before you constantly it
nouncing their intention to appeal the
case to the supreme court of the Uni- act as my sparring partner? Answer lihood of climes being sympathized
is equally profitable for our
with If not condoned and approved y
ted States. The court granted them Immediately."
readers to rea1 attentively the
Tho winner of the
leave to renew the motion if the apvaluable Information thus
many of the most respected
13
in
the
be
cannot
fight probably wi'il be matched with
members of the community."
prepared
peal
Luther McCarty for July 4.
"General" Mrs. Flora Drnmmond
days allot ed by law.
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Silent contempt causes
many unblacken-e- d

ttuwl

Chemist Clayton.
Further correspondence was produced by counsel for the treasury' in
which the accused advocated "big
things," such as a general raid on the
public letter boxes throughout London, and a war on the house of lords.
It was suggested that the attack on
the peers could be accomplished "by
means ot a suffrage typist, who could
secure a position on the reporting
staff."
According to Archibald BodMn, the
treasury counsel, a circular was
found in Miss Laura Lennox's resi-- !
dence announcing the formation of a
branch society called the "Y. H. B."
Inspector Lawrence of Scotland Yard
that the initials stood for
The society
"Young Hot Bloods."
was to be composed of the younger
members of the Women's Social and
Political Unions, and no married women were eligible to membership.
Evidence was produced during the
proceedings as to the wealth of the
Woman's Social and Political Union.
From a statement by the prosecution,
it was shown that the rental paid for
the union's offices was $S,500 yearly,
rising to $11,250. The case was adjourned until May 13, all the women
being allowed bail of $3,000
each,
owing to their hcatih.
"General' Mrs. Brummond had a
second collapse just lefore the

o

FOR BOAT RACE'
Mass.,
May $. Varsity
Cambridge,
crews of Princeton and tho University of Pennsylvania, which will
on the Charles river next Saturday, were the gwwls today of th ?
Tii
Harvard At&lotJc sssotioiicii.
riaucl t..
shells of tho visitors
on Hn
day for two lionm' iiKM-iCharles river this xnw.ixm. Th
triangular r&ee, whiuh wil! bo n
PREPARING

Colorado Springs Crime Was Awful.
Colorado. Springs, Colo., May S.

The Burnham-Waynsextuple murder here, which W. M. McCIaughrey
of the department of justice claims
to have been one in a series committed In several western Etate3 by
Henry Lee Moore, a i"o termer In
tha Missouri penitentiary, occurred
on Sunday night, Scptcmher 17, 1911,
but the bodies were not found until at 5 o'clock Saturday afii'inooti.
the following Wednesday. The mur- - tlio Harvard-Cornel- l
trail; rsu'Vi
over
he
wiil
')"' re:M,i!ar
ended,
tv;Ue' pou!e.
(Contfnued on Pa?
o

race-Harvar-

rr

:

1

'.
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VIOLATOR OF THE
NEUTRALITY

Mrs. Clark was part Indian and
ily by Ash, the other men bringing dren.
the man greatly against her
married
of
one
of
up the rear. The attempt
She is an educated
wishes.
Ash
to
kick
team
the
parents'
mules
of
the
a faithful wife.
been
has
women
and
attracted Tobar's attention to the
that he was
denied
Clark
suit
At
the
raised
and
he
the
men,
presence of
woman,
thougti
'to
the
they
and fired, the ball hitting Corporal married
18 years.
some
for
wife
man
and
were
him
the
in
Hlocher and

MAY 8, 1913.

LOCOMOTIVE STUDY AT U. OF I.
TJrbana, 111., May S. A two-dapro
gram of exercises was inaugurated
here today in connection with the
dedication of the locomotive labora-

2S33

y

tory, railway engineering laboratory
and mining engineering 'laboratory,
three buildings recently erected in a
group by the University of Illinois. As
result of the increased facilities
afforded by the new laboratories it is
expected1 that the state university
will soon take rank among the best
technical institutions in America.
The practical side of railway trans
portation in every detail is to be
taught at the university. The nevr
transpt tation building cost $200,000
and contains what is declared to be
the finest laboratory in the world for
In the testing
testing 'locomotives.
plant a locomotive can oe run under
conditions which may be varied at
will. Problems of hauling power and
coal and steam consumption may be
easily investigated. Engine friction,
which cannot be determined in ordi
nary road tests, may be easily test
ed in the laboratory.

wounding

This Will Be a Season of

STRAW

Judge Abbott ordered Clark not to
dispose of his property, to pay $50
alimony, $50 for the suit, and $100 atNT1CIPATING the demand, we have purchased a large and varied line of the season's best
torney's fee. The case was hardly
finished before Clark attempted to
styles in men's and children's wear..
sell property and started to leave the
In men's hats we have the different braids in both rough and smooth effects and an excellent
country. Judge Abbott notified W.
r
was
man
brought
T. Dufur, and the
line of Panamas.
into court and sentenced to GO days
Your personal idea of a hat can be realized here at a price unusually low for first class
in the county jail for contempt, where
to
time
sufficient
he will be given
quality.
Tobar, charged with violating the with 10,000 rounds of ammunition
were rather itching for a fight Major think over the matter and to come
yeswas
terminated
laws,
neutrality
will
mind
he
where
C. B. Stone, Captain to that frame of
terday in the .federal court before Rice, Lieutenant
the mandates of'the court.
obey
Van
Blocher,
Charles
Corporal
to
went
yesthe
and
Way,
jury
Judge Pope,
Bond of Fair Commfssioner.
terday afternoon, resulting in a ver- Isidro Pecheco and Line Rider Ash,
In children's straw hats we have an excelent variety of the season's newest styles good
A. Scheurlch of Clovls filed
witCharles
were
all
the
hero
of
the
of
fight,
guilty,
hour
an
dict about
later,
tobond with the secretary of state
models designed for every purpose and combining style with quality.
with a recommendation of mercy. nesses here In the case.
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Bilious? Headachy?
fervous? Sleepless?
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There always is
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ance, indigestion and many other ills.

"out of tune" can get
back to stea ly health and comfort by quitting coffee
and using
Coffee drinkers who are
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Java coffee in flavour, but made from prime Northern wheat and the juice of the
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Wednesday Morning, 9 0'dock.
Paper on Legislation by Captain
VV. C. Reid of Roswell.
Laws Needed
in Garnishment and Bankruptcy, subject of paper.
Ride through the farms with the
Country club as the terminus, Barbecue dinner at the Country club at
12 o'clock.
Wednesday Afternoon, 4:30 O'clock.
Paper on Competition, by C. O.
Cushman of Albuquerque. "How to

Treat Competition," specific subject
of the paper.
Thursday Morning, 9 O'Clock.
Paper on advertising by J- H. Toulouse of Santa Fe. "How Best to
Advertise a Retail Business," specific
subject of the paper.
Thursday Afternoon, T O'Clock.
General talks for the good of the
association for one hour.
Selection of place of next conven-

J. M. Cunningham,
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at 15 and 25c the package.

The original Postum requiring
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Instant Postum is

boiling-s- old

a quickly soluble powder, all the insoluble parts having been removed.
A level teaspoonful in a cup of hot water, with sugar and cream to taste, make a delightful cup
"quick as a wink." 45 to 50 cup tins, 30c; 90 to 100 cup tins, 50c.
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PRESENT AT ANNUAL MEETING
New Mexico Good Roads Association Opens Session in AlbuquerPresent-Col- onel
que This Morning With Over 150 Enthusiasts
Ralph E. Twitchell of Las Vegas, President of the
Meeting Will Make
Organization, Delivers Splendid Address
Plans for Improving Highways All Over the State State
Highway Commission Will Meet Tomorrow.

.Albuquerque,

N. M.,

May

8

One constructed and maintained highway,
receives daily material benefits unknown before tiie advent of modem
Statistics might be
motor vehicles.
adduced and references cited relative
to road construction ami betterment
in sister states of the Union which,
from an educational standpoint to the

hundred and fifty or more good roads
boosters from all sections of New
Mexico gathered in Albuquerque today
to attend the annual convention f
the New Mexico Good Roads association. The meeting was. called to order in the Commercial club building
this morning at 9:30, President R. E.
Twitchell, of Las Vegas, presiding.
On Friday, the state highway commission will confer with county road
associations. This meeting, following the meeting of the state association, will doubtless be most import
ant. Governor. W. C. McDonald,
State Engineer J. A. French and Robert P. Ervien, state land commission
er, arrived last night to attend both
the association convention and the
meeting of officials and officers on
Friday.
Colonel Twitchell's address was as
1

follows:
Fellow Members of the New Mexico
Good Road3 association; Ladies and
Gentlemen: It is not my purpose, in
making my report as president of the
association, to enter Into any academ
ic discusaion of the objects for which

the association was formed or the
principles for which it stands. I do
not know, and I can not undertake
to say, what may be the views of
those who have in the past endeavored
to maintain a proper system of highways and local roads in this state, re
lative to the efforts and activities of
this association. It is a matter of
small consequence when such view?
or criticisms emanate from politicians
who happen to be holding office and
who are charged with the perform
ance of a public duty, in the execution of which, if we judge by experi
ence, they have, in many instances,
been woefully derelict. If this association stands for one thing more than
any other, it is the elimination of
and machine
political
preference
power in the administration, mainten
ance and local control of the roads
nnd highways cf the state. Any offi
cial, be he executive or member of
a county road board, who in the administration of the road laws, is guid
ed and controlled by political considerations should be condemned by ev
ery citizen and taxpayer who at heart
is interested in theu pbuilding of this
great commonwealth.
The construction and maintenance
of our highways is today a greater
factor in the economic growth of communities than ever before in the history of our country. Modern methods
of transportation and travel imperatively demand modern methods in
road construction. The city or town
which is today located upon a well
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During Change of Life How
Lydia E. Pinkham's
table Compound Made
Her a Well Woman.
lola, Kansas. " During the Change
of Life I was sick for two years. Be- lore i wok your meu- I
lcme I could not
bear the weight of
my clothes and was
bloated very badly.
Idoctored with three
doctors but they did

me no good. They
said nature must
have its way. My
sister advised me to
's
take Lydia E.
I'ink-hnm-

Vegetable

Compound and I purchased a bottle.
Before it was gone the bloating left me
and I was not so sore. I continued taking it until I had taken twelve bottle3.
' I have been for
Now I am stronger
years and can do all my work, even the
Your medicine is worth its
washing.
weight in gold. I cannot praise it
If more women would take
enough.
your medicine there would be mors
healthy women. You may use this letter for the good of others." Mrs. D.
II. Brown, 809 N. Walnut St., Iola,Kan.

t

every day farnier and business man,
would prove of greater material value
in their attitdue toward those who are
endeavoring, by the securing of good
road laws and good roads, to make
and save money, for them. But these

statistics are hardly comptatible with
the objects of this address. A reading of any of our great periodicals,
dealing with motor vehicles and good
roads will satsify anyone that the
stock of information on these subjects
possessed by the average citizen is
lamentably deficient and in amount
Your average
almost unbelievable.
farmer or business man can learn
more and profit greater by reading a
good roads magazine than is usually
dreamed of in every day philosophy.
The taxpayers of this state would secure untold benefits if copies of these
magazines were distributed at public
expense in every community in the
state or the ensuing two years. The
public school funds would be well expended if our state educational authorities provided for a course of illustrated lectures upon good roads and
how to build and maintain them, delivered by experts in every public
school and institution of learning in
this state. Courses in all higher institutions of learning upon practical
road building should be inaugurated
and every young man and woman in
the institution compelled to take the
ccurse. There should be nothing elective in matters of this sort. where the
public interest so radically demands
expert knowledge. Those who are to
day receiving an education at public
expense should be permitted and com
pelled to not only acquire the rudiments, but our complete present knowledge upon this subject. In this way,
in one generation, at least, old fogy
ideas and political consideration would
bf, eliminated from the body politic
and modern,
honestly progressive
ideas would obtain in this branch of
the public service. The problem of
teaching an old dog new tricks In
road construction would no longer be
considered necessary. Give the ris
ing generation pictures of a real highway and the economic results of the
expenditures of public funds in the
building of modern arteries of commerce and the intelligence of your
citizenship will have advanced a thousand per cent in one generation. With
these ideas in view, having as an object the spreading of the gospel of
good roads, during the past year your
president has delivered a great many
lectures, Illustrated, upon this subject,
covering as far as possible the prin
cipal towns in the state, notably Ra
ton, Springer, Las Vegas, Santa Fe,
Laa Cfuces and other
Albuquerque,
places of equal importance but with
less inhabitants. In every one of these
towns interest in this great subject
has been aroused, enthusiasm engendered and some good accomplished.
Requests from, nearly every
community have been made for these
lectures, but my business engagements have prevented any further
devotion of my time to the cause. In
all, I have traveled approximately four
thousand miles and have given nearly
a month's time to the business of the
association; at every place enthusias
tic meetings were held even though
upon occasions, notably here at
in the beginning, the attend
ance was comparatively slight. A
number of local organizations have
been effected. In addition to these
personal activities, a United States
highway engineer sent to New Mexico by the bureau of good roads, at
Washington, D. C., Mr. H. D. Burrell,
was accompanied by myself in his
tour of the northern, and by Mr. Vice
President, Frances E. Lester, in his
southern tours of the state. These
lectures were most entertaining and
instructive. Later, another engineer
from Washington also upon request
of this association delivered a series
of lectures in various portions of New
Albu-que-q-

Change of Life is one of the most
critical periods of a woman's existencs.
Women everywhere should remember
that there is no other remedy known to Mexico.
of our good
bo successfully carry women through
In the organization
this trying period as Lydia E. l'inkham's roads 'Locals' one serious impediment
Vegetable Compound.
has been discovered i. e. the activ
If you want special advice write to ities of professionally employed 'orlydia E. Plnkham Medicine Co. (conf- ganizers' of national good roads asidential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will sociations notably, the National Old
be opened, read and answered by a
to Ocean Highway
woman
held In strict confidence. Trails and Ocean

and

is no longer an open question as to
the power of the general government
to make appropriations and otherwise
aid in the development of the co.mtry
by the construction and maintenaice
of good roads throughout the Union,
Mrs. Martin Tells About a Painful
it is safe to predict that such a policy
Experience that Might Have
will be inaugurated at a vey pp.iiy
Ended Seriously.
date, certainly n6 farther distant than
the completion of the Panama canal.
Rivesville, W. Va. Mrs. Dora Martin,
Some comprehensive plan, devoid
In a letter from Rivesville, writes:
"For three years, I suffered with wo of all possible political complications,
the expenditure of hunmanly troubles, and had pains In my providing for
back and side.
I was nervous and dreds of millions of dollars in the con
struction and maintenance if a satiscould not sleep at night.
The doctor could not help me. He factory system of federal and state
said I would have to be operated on be- highways, may be looked for in all
fore I could got better. I thought I probability in an act of '.ho ensuing
would try using Cardul.
regular session of congress.' Such an
Now, I am entirely welt.
act, the money being expended diI am sure Cardul saved my life. I
with the people, who :ir3 apt
w'll never be without Cardul in my rectly
to need it, the otherwise unemployed,
home. I recommend it to my friends."
will result in the United States se
For fifty years, Cardui has been rethe uest and most comprecuring
lieving pain and distress caused by wohensive system of highways in the
manly trouble. It will surely help you.
It goes to the spot reaches the world, Increasing our natural wef.ith
trouble relieves the symptoms, and an hundred fold over the initial investment.
drives away the cause.
The people of tliis state have known
If you suffer from any symptoms of
tor a long period that our highway
womanly trouble, take Cardni.
Your druggist sells and recommends administration is inefficient and that
It Get a bottle from him today.
Inour road laws need
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept.. ChattaN. B
am
I
the
of
demands
if
judge
deed,
Medicine
Tenn
Co., CliittancioKa,
for Si'ectai
nooga
Jnatmctiims, and
book, "Home Trealmeo" of the public, legislation of this charon
(or WoaDeD," sent in

WHAT

SAVED
HER

LIFE

.

pla.n wrapper,

requcat.

acter is quite as imperative as the
demand for reform in our system of
taxation. An inspection of our
ed road and bridge laws reveals at
every stage, the hand of some legislators or group of law makers having in view a personal motive or a
local situation. It is evident that the
time has come when more attention
must be paid to a centralized administration, coupled with harmonious cooperation with county and municipal
authorities. In order to best accomplish the construction of a system of
state and county highways, to know
what has been done and what is now
being done elsewhere as to highway
construction, is to know what is best
for future work of this kind in New

associations. In order to secure mem
berships in these organizations great
efforts were put forth by these proiselyters, and in Consequence, thei'
memberships have been increased
and that of the New Mexico Good
Roads association is , at a standstill.
Personally I favor allof theBe organizations but I believe a New Mexican's first duty is to join our own
association, thereby adding his own
personality to our unpaid efforts, and
,1f we have any spare dollars for boost
ing purposes before congress or state
legislatures, let us see that the money
is expended by our own duly chosen
epresentatlves.
A matter for the serious considera Mexico,
Aa a matter of administration of
tion of the association is the provision
for a satisfactory salary for its secro- - public affairs of any sort it is not
offitary. That officer should be a man the legitimate compensation of
of effecting organizations cers under any system of government,
apable
throughout the state; one who cau however high their salaries may he,
instill the faith in the every day citi- that makes a system burdensome or
zen and awaken an interest which odious to the people; but it is the
will be productive of results. Such robbery, the political favoritism, the
men are available, but they should contemptible nepotism practiced unbe rewarded for their services by as der color of the law which is respon-bisl- e
for a state of the public mind
'arge a monthly stipend as is possible
If he is a good organizer and is en- which in its present demand for the
dowed with a modicum of this special initiative, referendum and recall has
talent, the question of salary is at been willing to overthrow the cardinal
once solved because the annual dues principles of the government of the
will meet the expense and provide for Fathers in order to remedy existing
the necessary printing and postage evils.
In my judgment, the best way for
expenses which are considerable if
results are to be secured. I therefore the remedying of present contentions
this state Is that, workurge that the association, in the se- and evils in
lection of the secretary, take all these ing together for the good of the peomatters into careful consideration. The ple and not to further political ad
location of the secretarys office should vantage the boards of county com
missioners and county road boards
be at a central point in the state.
should
associaemploy an engineer who should
the
Since our last meeting
tion has lost one of its most active be placed in entire charge of county
who, in turn, should be
n .embers and the state one o! its road work,
state highway commis
the
uided
of
late
by
H.
Felix
Lester,
best citizens.
this city of Albuquerque, a man of sion regarding standard specifications,
the highest personal character and a plans and methods of construction.
good citizen he was a member of the
Bernalillo county road board and uad
he lived, with his usual earnestness
and intelligent action, would have
rendered great service to. the county
and state. Through his
and influence more than any other,
This
tbi final organization of the Albuquerque 'local' was accomplished. This
.Silver
association should adopt resolutions,
-i- you use
expressive of our appreciation of his
worth and the loss this commumir
sustained by his death.
EMPRESS
Inasmuch as this is the proper forum for the presentation of local stat
FLOUR
istics as to roads constructed or to
be constructed, In different countias
It 's giving you
In the state, it is hoped that repre
make
a present for dosentatives from all parts will
thereof
statements
or
verbal
written
ing something
at this meeting so that the same may
d do any
you
For
minutes.
our
be Incorporated in
that purpose I suggest the employway when you
ment of a capable stenographer for
learn how Much
this meeting.
Better
EMPRESS
The question of federal aid in the
state
and
a
FLOUR realty is.
construction of national
receiv
has
of
highways
public
system
Made by GERed a great impetus during the past
MAN PROCESS
3 lu
year. Every state in the union has
had these matters under earnest con
ONE COUPON FROM
sideration and this state of affairs
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
and the trend of popular opinion is
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
largely chargeable to the activities of
associations similar to our own. FedSPOON
IT 'S
V
GENUINE WM.
eral aid In road construction being
ROGERS &
the greatest and most important economic question now before the AmeriS0NS'AA
STANDARD
can people is demonstrated by the fact
SILVER
that in the present congress no less
PLATE
;
than 50 well considered bills have
I BEAUTIFUL
"been introduced by members from all
I FRENCH- portions of our country. This counGREY (STER- try is facing one of the greatest crises
LING) FINISH
in its history iSid additional transportation facilities undoubtedly will benEMPRESS
efit every inhabitant, and result in
further development and increased
can be obX;nroductiveness of our national le
this
in
tained
city from
sources, thus contributing to an increase of the food supply and a cheapALL
er price for the necessities of life. It
so-ca-
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llssray! Baiy To
Rufe tha ileus
No Longer Do Women Fear The Great-ea- t
of All Human Bleaainga.

It Is a Joy and comfort to know
those
pains and other
tresses ttiat are fsald to preoedo child-bearinmay easily be avoided. No womun
tear the. slightest discomfort If she
Ifortlfy herself with the

that
dis-

Died
will
anil

of public with no less force than private affairs. The laborer is worthy
of his hire.
The immediate pressing necessity
in road construction is the concentration of effort in the completion and
maintenance of the Camino Real, the
backbone of our system of highways,
the main artery of commerce between
our urban and farming communities.
This association by proper resolution
should memorialize the road building
authorities to this effect. The places
where construction on this highway
are imperative are in Mora county;
a bridge over the Mora and Sapello

remedy, "Mother's Friend."
This Is a most grateful, penetrating, external application that at once softens and
makes pliant the abdominal muscles and
rivers, the rebuilding and relocation
ligaments.
They naturally expand without
the slightest strain, and thus not only of the road out of Watrous westward,
banish all tendency to nervous, twitching some construction
and permanent
spells, but there Is an entire freedom from maintenance between Las Vegas and
nausea, discomfort, sleeplessness and dread
Glorieta, construction and improvethat so often leave their impress upon the
ments between La
and Albu
babe.

The occasion is therefore one of un- bounded, joyful anticipation, and too much
stress can not be laid upon the remarkable
Influence which a mother's happy, pre-natdisposition has upon the health and fortunes of the generation to come.
Mother's Friend Is recommended only for
the relief and comfort of expectant mothers,
thousands of whom have used and recommend it. You will find It on sale nt all drug
y
stores at Jl.OO a bottle. Write
to the
Eradfield Itegulator Co., 130 I.amar Bldg.,
Atlanta, Oa., for a most Instructive book on
this greatest of all subjects, motherhood.

In view of the vast sums of money
expended annually on our roads,
bridges and culverts, even in New
Mexico, the necessity for using these
funds to the hest possible advantage,
by having a trained engineer, is apparent. To accomplish
this, some
counties lying adjacent might employ
the same engineer, provided robbery,

jobbery and political and personal neas
potism and 'pull' are eliminated
factors in the equation. By the employment of such a trained expert the
direct saving to the taxpayers, in one
year, would be 50 per cent.
Some conception of the waste of
the public money in the United States
in road maintenance may be gathered
from the statistics which show that
out of 2,151,000 miles of public road
in use in 1904, in the United States,
only 7.14 per cent was improved and
those improvements cost the tidy sum
of $79,000,000.

This waste shows what results from
the lack of skilled supervision, inade
quate revenue and political 'pull' and
favoritism. This waste will continue
until it is made one man's business
in each locality to do road work all
of the time and not to have it done
at odd times as personal convenience
may dictate. Those who have given
the subject thoughtful consideration
generally agree that it is no exagger
ation to declare that twice as much
road work can be done under a busi
nesslike systeni and at no greater
cost than is incurred by present me
thods in nearly every county in the
state. There should be a large area
of control and the county unit is the
one which naturally suggests itself,
everything to harmonize with the cen
tral state authority.
It is therefore submitted and recommended that this association favor a
bil to be prepared and Introduced at
the next session of the legislature,
containing the following definite provisions:
(1) A repeal of. the provision allowing the commutation of road taxes
in labor. (2) A general and uniform lax of
five mills for road purposes levied upon the assessed valuation of all property in the state, such levy to be
mandatory upon each board of county commissioners.
(3) The appointment of a county
highway commissioner, who shall be
a civil engineer, in each county, whose
duty shall he the construction, supervision and maintenance of all county
highways, such appointment to be
made by the board of county commissioners of each county.
(4) The building of roads and the
maintenance and repair thereof to be
let by contract to persons giving satisfactory surety company bonds, all
grades, drains, bridges and culverts
t be placed and made under the supervision of a competent civil engineer, who may a' 1 for more than one
county, provided the said counties lie
adjacent.
(5) All contracts to be let to the
lowest and best bidder after proper
advertisement.
(6) Full jurisdiction to be vested
solely in the several boards of county
commissioners and the law providing
for county road boards, repealed, and
any duties now performed by such
boards to be performed by the boards
ot county commissioners or the county highway commissioner as the legislature shall determine.
Reasons for the repeal of the act
establishing and creating county road
boards are apparent. The time has
not yet arrived in New Mexico when
the public can secure the service of
competent patriots without pay. The
building of roads and their maintenance is strictly a business proposition
of the greatest importance and business rules should govern the conduct

Bajada
and from Albuquerque south
through the valley of the Rio Grande.
A bridge across the Uio Puerco is
also necessary if any considerable
travel is to be expected over the
highway leading west from Isleta to
Gallup and points in Arizona. Bridges
re also needed over the Puerco and
the Rio Grande between Helen and
querque,

Socorro.

,

PREPARING
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FOR . SHR1NERS.

Dallas, Tex., May 8. The annual
meeting of the imperial council, Ancient Arabic Order Nobles ot the Mystic Shrine, will be held in Dallas next
week, beginning Monday, and it Is estimated that 35,000 or more visitors
will be in the city. Every section of
the country will be represented.
Monday will be devoted to the reception of the visitors and to sightseeing trips about the city. Tuesday
will be featured by the morning pa
rade of bands and patrols acting aa
an official escort to the imperial officers to the place of meeting of the
At night the big
imperial council.
spectacular Shrine pageant will take
pjace, following which the delegates
will bo entertained at a Mexican dinner and vaudeville show at the fair
grounds.
WeddnesJay the patrols and bands
will assemble for battalion formation
and exhibition drills for rich prizes
to be awarded by the executive committee. Late in the afternoon thora
will be a banbecue and a grand spectacle Illustrating pioneer days in the
southwest. A reception and bail will
be given Wednesday night.
The last half of the week, following the close of the imperial council
sessions, will be devoted by many
of the delegates and their families to
a grand 1,000 mile tour of Texas.
Galveston, Houston, Waco, San Antonio, Austin and other of the principal
cities will be visited.
An army of decorators is already
at work dressing up the downtown
section of Da'tlas in anticipation ot
the coming of the Shriners. The night
illuminations will be among the most
brilliant ever seen in an. American"
From all the trolley support
city.
wires along the leading thoroughfares
are being hung immense Shrine emblems of the scimitar and crescent
The emblems are painted in white
and gold and on each side illumiated
by Incandescent lights, on each side
of the emblems will he suspended
American, Texas and Shrine flags.

Naturally the owner of lands in the
irrigated areas, like tH valley of the
Uio Grande, desires to see the con
struction of tiie Camino Real in that
ooality begin and continue. But
there are other reasons for good road
construction than those which now
appear to the farmer, the class of individual who, in the past, has been
more responsible for our present lack
of good roads than any other. Too
much attention need not be paid to
the insistence which now seems to
emanate from this class of our popu
lation. If they are for good roads
now, at any cost, it is because modern
methods, modern civilization and modern people have taken it upon them
selves to make the farmer understand
what is to his own as well as to the
advantage of the whole population.
I am violating no confidence in declaring that the automobile, the auto
Health a Factor in Success.
truck, the parcels post and every oth
er improvement in modern business
The largest factor contributing to
methods have heen the forces which
a
suecess is undoubtedly health.
have compelled the farmer and small It man's
has been observed that a man. Is
business man to awaken from hiB Rip seldom sick when his bowels are regVan Winkle sleep and understand that ular he is never well when they are
For constipation you
his farm and ranch values depend constipated.
will find nothing quite so good as
their
accessibility Chamberlain's
upon
largely
Tab'iets. They
not
through modern modes of conveyance. only move the bowels but lmpro e
The automobile is the father of good the appetite and strengthen the diroads.
gestion. They are sold by all dealGeographically, climatically, physi- ers.
cally, New Mexico is ideal for magnif- 900
PER CENT STOCK DIVIDEND.
icent, highways. Travelers declare
Council BluL.8, la., May S. The acthat in our mountains and on our
tion of the stockholders of the Conplains are found the finest scenery in tinental Oil
Company of Iowa, at
the world. We in New Mexico have
not yet fully awakened to this feature their annual meeting here today, in
to dispose of
as the greatest of New Mexico as- indorsing the proposal
assets
to the Conti-netits
and
business
sets. It is our special business to
Oil Company of Colorado, paves
make these features available to the
the way for the slicing of ono of the
wealthy tourist who is asking, crying
dividend melons that has ever
juiciest
to
mountain
travel
roads
aloud, for
distributed
been
by ariy corporation
and an opportunity to spend his money
in the United States. According to
with us as well as in the other west
terms of the sale the stockholdern and coast states of the Union. New the
of the old Iowa corporation are
ers
Mexico has all and more than they
to receive ten shares or the Colopossess. Then let us make it all avail
rado
company's stock for each share
able by the prompt construction of
now held.
the Camino Real and other highways
The Iowa company was Incorporatinto the mountains leading from it.
ed
in 1S84 and has done a very prof
Our vast expanse of treeless plains.
itable
marketing business since that
our mountain canyons, cleft during
On December 31, 1906, the book
time.
the centuries by wind and wave, our
stock held by
forest of towering spruce and royal value of the company's
Oil company of New
Standard
the
pine, our sandy deserts, the glories of
Jersey was placed at $1,301,516, but
the opal sunrise, the saffron-sapphirsince that time it has been estimat
hues of fiery sunsets, the indescrib
ed that the liquidating va'iue of the
able majesty of our
sier
shares is approximately $2,400 each.
ras, all conspire to capture and deThis concern, like most of the oth
light the senses of the tourist. Those
er former subsidiaries, is believed to
to us may seem commonplace, but in
have expanded considerably since the
truth they are destined to become one
dissolution of the Sandard Oil trust.
of our greatest attractions and asand it has been deemed wise to Insets. The world of wealth and pleascrease the capital stock to a figure
ure is looking for us. Let us help
more nearly representing the comthem find us.
assets. The laws of Iowa are
pany's
In retiring as president of this as
such that it would be difficult to in
sociation, J wish to tender my thanks
crease the capital of the old concern
and appreciation to the many patriots
and therefore the problem has been
in the cause. As before I shall consolved by the Incorporation of a new
of
voice
in
aid
tinue lifting up my
In Colorado. The proposition
the cause whenever and wherever the company
to exchange one share in the old comdemands of my personal affairs will
pany for ten shares in the Colorado
permit. Let us hope that In another
company
virtually amounts to the dis
year the traveler on the Camino Rea!
tribution of a 900 per cent stock divimay breakfast in Raton and dine in Al
dend to the stockholders of the Conti
buquerque.
nental Oil company of Iowa.'
e

d

snow-cappe-

PROSPEROUS SONS OF NORWAY.
New York, May 8. The annual pil

grimage of Scandanavian-American- s
to the fatherland, which this year
promises to reach unusually large
proportions, was inaugurated today
with the, departure of a party for
The party included about
Norway.
sixteen families, all residents of
North Dakota, where they evidently
have prospered, judging by the fact
that they chartered a private car In
which to make the trip from the west
to thiH city.
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The great ca'iamity in Omaha wm
quickly overshadowed by the terruuy
disastrous floods in Ohio. Great
and sickness from ecMs nt
exposure resulted. L. Poole, 221V California St.. Omana, writes: "My
daugb.tr hni a very eevere co!i;-l- i er.;t
cold but Foley's Honey and Tar
knocked it on In tta t'ff.e.
Refuse substitutes, O. O. g.;l,j..,f.-.and lied Cross Drag Flora.
(suf-feri-

Ce?s-peun-

f

und

Rheumatism Quickly Cured.
sister's husband had a at
in his arm,"
tack of rheumatism
writes a well known resident of New
ton, Iowa. "I gave him a bottle of
Liniment which he
Chamberlain's
applied to his arm and on the next
morning the rheumatism was gone."
For chronic muscular rheumatism you
will find nothing better than Chamberlain's Liniment. Sole by nil deal
ers.
"My
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THE CUP
EDITOR
NEW YORK YACHT CLUB HARDLY
WILL MEET LIPTON WITH A
BOAT LARGER THAN HIS

Now that an international race for
Entered at the postoffiee at East
the America's cup in the summer of
Las Vegas, New Mexico, lor
through the United States 1914 seems probable, minds of the demails as second class matter.
fending organization the New York
Yacht Club, are turning to contemplaTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
tion of possible ways and means by
which that famous trophy in the hisDally, by Carrier
$ OS
Per Copy
tory of sport may be retained in the
- .15 club vaults on Forty-fourtOne Week
street.
.65
One Month
The famous single stickers, which
$7.5C
One Year
in the past have served their purpose
of bringing the hopes of Sir Thomas
Daily, by Mall
One Year
$6.00 Lipton to naught, are still in exist3.00 ence, viz.,
6ix Months
Columbia
and Reliance.
Columbia, in two successive encounWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
ters, the first with Liptonu first chalGROWER
lenger and the second with Shamrock
One Year
$2.00 II the golden racer demonstrated
Six Months
her metUo and' qualifications as a
racing sloop, but In Reliance we have
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- the swiftest,, ninety-foote- r
that ever
tions.)
breasted the smother. Some believe
Remit by draft, check or money or.
men whose opinions are worth
der. If sent otherwise we will not while that she represents the limit
be responsible for loss.
of speed and
ability
Specimen copies free on applica- that is to say,,
ability
tion.
combined
with measureable safety.
And so far as this element is concernALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
ed, the 1903 defender was not any too
- THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
sate says the New York Post.
PAID FOR
Sailors Not Fond of Reliance
C. Oliver Iselin, her manager, used
Advertisers are guaranteed the
come athore after each day of raclargest daily and weekly circulation to
of any newspaper in northern Now ing in her with the fervent remark:
"Thank Heaven we got tnrough this
(Mexico.
day alive." At. least this was the remark credited to him. In the cup
TELEPHONES
of Reliance year the defender
races
BUSINESS OFFICIO
Main i
NEWS DEPARTMENT
Mam 9 was favored throughout by equable
winds and seas. What would have
to her in a squall, accomliuisf.uued
THURSDAY MAY 8, 1913.
panied by wind of high power, is a
matter of mere conjecture, but I have
WAKING Tin: SLKKPING
heard
sailors, speaking in
connection with this matter, that they
By playing politics with the Japan- had far rather ge on shore, or on the
ese question the Califoruians appear deck of some pther craft. As a matto have raised an issue that will be ter of fact, both chanenEer and demore troublesome to them than the fender were afraid to venture out in
blow on one occasion.
ownership by aliens of a few thou- a
And yet it strikes me as hardly tensand acres of land. What will it
able to assume that the New York
the
Hiram
Johnson
profit
demagogues
if in their blithe attempt to put the Yacht Club, in. its negotiations with
democrat is into a hole they set iu tho Royal Ulster Yacht Club, will put
motion forces that may extend our forward the idea of racing Reliance,
or een a new ninety-footeagainst
naturalization law to Mongolians?
foot
The statute now covers "free white Lipton's proposed seventy-fiv- e
persons, natives of Africa and persons sloop, under any circumstances. I
of African descent" We owe this do not base this assertion so much
jumble to the Callfornlans them- on the grounds of fair play and good
selves, who iu 1S70 defeated Charles sportsmanship as upon the assump
Sumner's effort to strike ou(t the tion that the American organization
will recognize the futility of pitting
w ord "white." To gain their
point In
a single-stickebuilt to the limit of
to
Orientals
and
excluding
gratify his
length under the rules govdesire to admit negroes of every de- water-lingree, they gave us a law which for erning races for this trophy, against
folly and Incongruity is almost with- the smaller challenger. For, under
out precedent. The blacks of the the stipulations of the New York
Dark Continent and all their descend- Yacht Club's present racing regulaants anywhere on earth may become tions, it seeni3 clear that the longer
citizens, but Chinese and Japanese boat, especially , Reliance, would be
obliged to face a disheartening handiore barred.
While some of the lower courts cap. And by the same token, there
have sustained this interpretation of seems no good prospect that the chal
the law; the question has never yet lenging organization' would agree to
been passed upon by the supreme conditions favoring the use of Relicourt. It is to this tribunal that ance, or of a sloop bearing a close
Japan Itself now contemplates an ap- family resemblance. It would be
peal. Probably it is" to this proceed- sheer folly for it to do so, and, on the
ing that President Wilson refers- - when other hand, there ,would be decidedly
he speaks of "bringing on what might a safron tinge to any argument on
the part "of the defenders that this be
be long and delicate litigation."
No matter what the result of such done. cfr
Thus it may be accepted as logical
a suit might be, the controversy
would hardly end with the court's that the American yachtsmen will
'
judgment. After that we should have conduct? 1 eij proceedings with the
agitation and legislation and exceed- fully formed, idea tnat the races will
ingly troublesome diplomacy. Instead be sailed by wo boats of equal
of a little Japanese question we length. Thia being the case, the ques
Ehould have a big one. The sleeping tion bT designers naturally comes up.
dogs of race prejudice wnicn the dem- Since the day,.qf Volunteer twenty
agogues would not let lie would be odd years ago, the New York Yacht
Club has pjnied'jits faith to Herres-hoff- ,
awake for a generation to come.
New York World.
and, save in the case of the late
lamented .Constitution, he has not failed them. The schooners that have
HISTORIANS
IN CONCLAVE.
Omaha,- - Neb., May 8. With what been turned, .outat Jii&itoL in J&e past
is believed will be the largest attend few year is eouehisive evidence that
Nairagansett Bay
ance In the history of the organiza-- the baud .M.lM
tlon, the Mississippi Valley Histori- wizard has. uot Jost its cunning. Incal association opened ita sixth an- questionably--, an .order, will be placed
footer,.
nual meeting in Omaha today. The with him for, a, seventy-five,
association was organized five years pnovided it is determined that the de
ago and now includes in it3 member- fending sloop shall be of that length.
Possible Defender Designers
ship all the leading historians of the
. built for
That the single-sticke- r
United States, aa well as a number
a sloop
will
be
defence
at
Bristol
of Canadians. Reuben Good Thwaltes cup
of Wisconsin is president and the two to reckon with is beyond all question,
vice presidents are Prof. James A. but, nevertheless, there exists within
James of Northwestern university, tho New York Yacht Club a coterie
tuid Prof. Isaac J. Cox of the Univer- who have never been inclined to pin
sity of Cincinnati. The sessions will their faith to other designers. Wilcontinue three days, during which liam Gardner, for Instance, is a man
in whom many racing members reHi me all kinds of history pertaining
to the development of the west will pose the utmost faith, and certainly
be discussed. One entire afternoon his past accomplishments justify It
Is to be devoted by the historians to most adequately. His greatest achieveUne study of the discoveries of evi- ment thus far is Atlantic, the transdence- of a prehistoric civilization atlantic champion Wilson Marshall's
fourwi cb-ithe Missouri river by Dr. schooner but he built a host of
feet
sloops, ranging from twenty-twfto!oi t F. Gildea of Omaha.
trans-missio-
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up that have carried off more prizes
than fall to the lot of most craft
His Gardenia, for example, I considered one of the smartest little sloops
I ever saw; and the P boat, Michago,
which he designed for a Chicago syndicate and which took the Manhas-se- t
Bay challenge cup to the middle
as
west is as sweet a single-sticke- r
will be found in this world. His genius has been recognized by Englishmen, for whom he has designed
small craft, and, all in all.
he is thoroughly equipped to meet
cup-winni-

ARNOLD PLEADS GUILTY.
Roswell, May 8. That the causes

and circumstances
surrounding the
killing of Flo Hodge Arnold at her
home near Ranger Lake about ten
naya ugu 111 never become known to
the public was made certain in the
district court when Joel Harvey Arnold, the woman's husband, pleaded
guilty, to murder In the second degree.

District Attorney K. K. Scott ac
cepted the plea and ths prisoner will
be sentenced within the near future
The senby Judge J. T. McClure.

any order for a candidate for the honor of defending the cup. In addition tence for second degree murder is
to his American education, he studied confinement in the state penitentiary
at the Greenwich school In England, for any period not less than three
and has, I believe, as great store of years. The statute, accordingly, gives
'
specialized knowledge at his fingers' the court the right to sentence the
vmls as any designer in the world. ( prisoner for life.
Previous to pleading guilty to murWiliam Gielow, too, has his admirers. Mr. Gielow has done more with der in the second degree, Arnold
waived his constitutional right for inmotor boats than with wiu
but his most famous creation, the dictment by grand jury before an insloop Effort winner of the first race formation might be filed against him.
for the King's cup was a grand, District Attorney Scott then filed ingood boat, and definitely placed the formation against him, charging him
designer as a man of rank in his pro- with the murder of his wife, Flo
fession.
Hodge Arnold, April 23.
Arnold shot his wife through the
That Herreshoff and Gardner and
Gielow, especially the first two, will heart at their home near Ranger
receive orders for defenders, in event Lake Friday afternoon, April 23. The
of a race being arranged, is foregone. women, a bride of two months, died
Gardner, I know, has received Intima- instantly. A second ,shot was fired
tions to that effect, and the Bristol from a Winchester and this went
crowd, oC course, is in a position to through the rim of a hat, Whether
take things' for granted. This will this was Arnold's hat or the hat of
mean a series of races among the his brother or some other man is not
candidates that will be known. It has been reported that Aralmost as interesting as the event nold became enraged over the attenwhich called them into being, and will tions his brother was showing to the
accomplish more for Ue racing of former's wife, and jealous is given as
craft than anything else

the cause of the crime. A brother of
Arnold .brought him to this city and
turned him over to the custody of the
sheriff, saying he was insane and had
been acting very peculiarly for the
last three weeks.

ATTEND OUR MOST

EXTRA

ART SALE

1

MOVE FOR RECIPROCITY.

Washington, D. C, May 8. In response to a call issued by the Illinois Manufacturers' associaion, many
manufacturers and
representative
producers of New England, the Atlantic states, the middle west and other
sections met in the capital today to
formulate, an amendment to the tariff bill to give President Wilson power to negotiate trade agreements with
foreign nations upon articles which
it is proposed shall be placed on the
free list.

FOR TWO WEEKS
ON

15

NEW YORK GIRL WEDDED.
New York, May 8. St. Matthew's
street,
church, in West Eighty-fourtwas the scene of an international
wedding this afternoon, when Miss
May Geonger Falconer, a member of
a family that has long been prominent socially in New York, become
the bride of Francis Tatam Sanford
The ceremony at the
of London.
church was followed by a reception at
the Home club.

to 25 Per Cent Off On All
Dresses and Suits

store
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Several
hundred traveling salesmen from all
parts of the state are in Birmingham
in attendance on the annual convention of the Alabama division- of the
Protective
asspciation.
Travelers'
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Stocks Are Very Com ete
Prices Are Now the Very
Lowest
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ALABAMA TRAVELERS
Birmingham, Ala., May
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sail-drive- n

could.

With the assurance that whatever
science can do to turn out a successful
will be done, consideration of future possibilities turns
naturally to the human equation
who will sail the defending boats?
The. tendency has always been to
have a professional at the stick of
the defender, as has, also, been the
case with challenging boats. The
great Charley Barr in times past was
our main reliance; but he is dead, as
is also "Hank" Haff, who preceded
him, and Captain Rhodes, of the Constitution, has been out of the game
these many ears. We have now few
enough professionals to choose from.
The best of the lot, on paper at least,
is Captain Christiansen, who served
as Parr's mate in the old days, and
therefore may be credited with having picked up not a few of nis master's tricks of trade.
Then there is Captain Howells, who
has sailed sloops of middling size,
but has had no experience in America's cup racing; he is rated as a
good skipper, but not brilliant. Captain Dennis has been an Al schooner man, having sailed Elmina with
rare skill through several years.
Whether he would do well on a
sticker
is a matter for argument.
Reverting to Christiansen, it may be
said he did very well with Aurora in
her races, but as he always had at
his side either one or two of those
superb sailors, Cornelius Vanderbilt'
and W. B. Duncan, it is difficult to
tell how much credit lie should receive for Aurora's more than proportionate share of sucesses. Captain
Willis is a good man, but when all is
said and done, it is the amateurs who
have been developing on this side of
the Atlantic in recent years.
There is Harry Maxwell, for instance. When he was sailing his father's schooner Queen, and Barr was
sailing Ingomar, he met the professional at his own game and more
than once held the great skipper at
a disadvantage. Then there's Addison Hanan. He has not had so much
experience with big sloops as Maxwell, but as a sailor of small sloops
he stands without a peer in this country, amateur or professional. Charles
Francis Adams, 2d, of Boston, is a
wonderful man with a tiller in his
hands, and A. H. W. Johnson also
stands high. It would be a remarkable thing if some one of this group
of men were to stand at the stick of
a cup defender. It is unlikely, of
course, but there is a patriotic thrill
a considering such a possibility. All
in all, the prospect of a race next
season has exerted a dynamic effect
upon Interest in sailboat racing here,;
and I hope nothing will occur to pre--,
vent realization
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SOUTHERN BAPTISTS TO MEET.
St. Louis, Mo., May 8. St. Louis iB
preparing for the entertainment of

the Southern Baptist convention,
which will meet here next week for
its annual session. The convention is
the largest delegated body in the
world, and is usually attended by
about 1,500 accredited delegates and
many visitors. The territory of the
convention lies wholly In the southern states, the division between north
and south having been made In 1845.
The convention devotes itself to a review of the theological, publication,
missionary, educational and other activities of the denomination and to a
consideration of plans for the future.

Iferios ziml Vicinity m & Bays Rctgardies&
of Profit - Begins Saturday May IGth., 8:3& M. !!
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years successful business makes
household word in thousand s ot nomes throughout the west The
House believes in advertisi ing and also believes in New Mexico,
While this
A satisfied customer 1b the greatest advertisement.
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H ence this sgreat offer of HIGH GRADE PIANOS' at LOW
Thirty-nin-

Knight-Campbe-

e

Douglas Ave

ll

PRICES.

Old organs and pianos taken in exchange
prices. Make your first payment on pay day

Experience and observation has shown that New Mexico people
believe in good goods and1 b uy good goods.
l
Co. will nothave a single cheap low grade
The
piano in this stock. Every instrument wil'i be high quality and
backed by
guarantee. And the beauty is, theses
pianos will go during this s ale at prices you woulA ordinarily pay
for a cheap low grade piano.
Knight-Campbel-

Knight-Campbe-

ll

REMEMBER
This opportunity is only for. six days to Las Vegas
ple, then we go to other sections of the state,

at reasonable
it you wish,

PRICES

peo-

Think of new, modern, up to date HIGH GRADE PIANOS selling
'
at $189, f!98, $236, etc,, cash or paymentB

PLAYER PIANOS
PLAYER PIANOS made by some of the largest and most responsible factories in America at 4437,
cover
and a fine selection of player music. All placed In your home ready for service.
cluding bench, stool,
Seeing is believing. Come and se& for yourselves, it costs you nothing to look and listen.
f
If your piano needs tuning let us know.
88 NOTE 1913 MODTL
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Niisckle of Trinidad was a
business fisito jin Las Vegaa today.
Rev. Ftthei- J. P. Moog of Sai
Jose .was 'auusiness visitor in Las
O. W.

Full Assortment of

MIDDY

Vegas today.
W. J. Lucas left this' afternoon for
Wagon Mound on a short business visit to that place.
Mrs. William fa'chultss of Santa Fe
came in, this, afternoon for a few days'
visit with friends."'
F. A. Fisher of Albuquerque came
in last night for a few days' business
visit in Las Vegas.
A. A. Sena left this afternoon for
Santa Fe on a few days' business visit
at the Capitol City.
W. G. Ogle returned this afternoon
from Cimarron where he has been on
a short business viBit.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Swain of Wagon
Mound arrived in the city this afternoon for a few days' visit.
T. C. Hill of Dawson was a business
visitor here for a short time this afternoon on his way to Albuquerque.

BLOUSES

Norfolk styles with Fatent
Leather Belts.Tennis style,
Sailor style, with white,
red and blue collars. Also
various other styles at

Hoffman S Graubarlh
Agcntt lor the NEW IDEA 10c Pjttcrnt

PHONE MAIN 104

OE CHANGED F0

COUNTY WILL MEET
INSTITUTE WILL

HOLD AN
DAY SESSION AT METHODIST
CHURCH, TOMORROW.

The San Miguel County Sunday
School Institute will hold a meeting

at the First Methodist church

tomor-

The first session will be neld
in the morning at 10 o'clock and the
program will not be concluded until
in the evening. Sunday school workers from all parts of the county will
be present, as well as many from Las
row.

Vegas.
At the morning session the discussion will be upon the cradle roil and
primary departments. In the afternoon at 2:30 the institute will discuss
the primary department. In the
evening at S o'clock Rev. W. C. Mer-rit- t
of California, superintendent of
Sunday school institutes for the
southwest, will give a talk on "The
AVlggly-WigglJuniors." At noon a
will
dinner
be served on the
picnic
church grounds. Al'i persons Interested in Sunday school work are invited to be present.
y

LP BOYS' NIGHT
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WEARERS

ELDERLY

OF

ENGAGE
MATCH.

THE ANTLERS,WILL
IN A BOWLING

committee of
The entertainment
the Elks' lodge has arranged for an
"old boys' night" at the clubhouse
this evening. Two bowling teams,
captained respectively by Charles
and William J. Mills, will engage
in a match to determine which bunch
of older Elks is entitled to the ten
pin championship. All Elks and
their ladies are Invited. The fun wil'i
Refreshments
begin at 8 'o'clock.
will be served during the evening.
The larger the crowd the better will
the entertainment committee be satisfied.
RED MEN IN COUNCIL.
Lexington, Ky, May 8. Several
hundred prominent members of the
orden of Red Men are attending the

annual session of the Kentucky great
council, which convened in Lexington today.
NOTICE OF REDEMPTION OF MORA
COUNTY FRACTIONAL BONDS
Notice is hereby given to the holders of Mora county six per cent Fractional Funding Bonds of the issue of
August second, A. D. 1897, payable
at. any time after August second, 1907,
und on or before the second day of
of the
August, 1917, at the option
board ot county commissioners of said
county of Mora, New Mexico, that upon the presentation of the said Fractional bonds at the office of the treasurer of the said county of Mora, New
of
Mexico, on or before the first day
treasurer
said
the
1913,
A.
I.
July,
will redeem the said bonds by paying
ihe full face value thereof together
with all legal accrued interest.
THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF
MORA. NEW MEXICO,
By JOHN GANDERT,

Chairman.

Attest:
TITO

MELENDEZ.
Clerk of said board.
JOHN R. STRONG,

Treasurer and
S-- 1

1

o

Collector of

the County of Mora, New Mexico.
'
'
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HIE BETTER
ARRANGEMENTS WILL BE MADE
TO HAVE WHISTLE INDICATE
LOCATION OF FIRES.

BOYD AND NEWMAN BOTH LOOK
BUT ONE
LIKE WINNERS,
MUST SURELY LOSE
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5111,000
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Geoi H. Hunker, Vice President
Cleofes Romero, Vice President
John W. Harris, President'
Ivo W. Lively, Assistant Secretary
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
Sigmund Nahan, Cleofes Romero, Chas, Danziger, Daniel Cassidy, D. L. Batchelor, elements PadlUa, Jose
A. Baca, Cecilio Rosenwa'id, John W. Harris, Geo. E. Morrison, Elmer B. Vwder, Jose Fells Esquibel,
J. E. Brown, Bernhardt Appel, George1 H. Hunker.
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WE INVITE YOUIL ACCOUNT

THE PEOPLES BANK
f

Pa'.-m-

service

banking-goo- d

If you desire .to avail yourself of this kind of banking service, we will be glad to have you do
'
'
yoor banking with s.

RESULT

At the meeting of the East Las VeThe fans are undecided as to what
batgas fire department this week three the outcome of the Newman-lioynew members were added to the list. tle will be, now that they have seen
This makes the Ceparimeat one o Newman in training. Newman showed
the largest in the state and its train- wonderful speed and demonstrated
ing and practice has made it one he has developed a wonderful punch.
of the best all around volunteer de- Boyd In the estimation of the boxing
partments in the southwest. Those enthusiasts heretofore, has been a
who were placed on the list this week whirlwind, but it seems that they
are Earl Jones, Ernest Blood and have changed their verdict that he is
a sure winner since the arrival of
George Sutherland.
Walter Bayard, who recently was Newman and the opening of the
elected secretary and treasurer of the
quarters. The general opinion
department, has resigned on account is that the man who can pick the
of other business interests and R. W. w inner is a wizard.
Smith was chosen. to succeed him. A
On, account of the billard contest
.v..-i
n,...,...
was appointed for the pur- tuctl .......
committee
was i.t.,
uuci puuii vn
lieiu lu
J. S. Whitwore left this afternoon
iiaiij
of
matter
into
the
of
Bud
did
his training
last
looking
Boyd
pose
night
on
for Santa Fe where he will be
having the adoption or a new fire tunt in the afternoon. He worked
business for the next few days.
whistle signal. The proposition Is hard and showed the large crowd that
n
J. W. Bowden, representing the
Fruit company of Trinidad, was that of having the fire whistle blow attended that he was in fit copditlpn
a business visitor at the local fruit in such a way that all members of the to meet the speedy Newman. Boyd
two departments may know whether is showing up well, and not even the
stores today.
Dan Blum, a well known commer- the fire is on the East side or West experts at the game are able to say
a great improve- which way the bout will come out.
cial man of San Francisco, was a side. This will be
is
Newman went through his usual
business visitor at the local business ment, as the East side department
on
to
the
attend
fires
not
stunts this afternoon and worked
required
houses today.
nies3 given a special hard. Newman is in fit condition to
Mrs. Murray Carleton, Jr., of Wat-reu- s the West sideu
when the fire undertake the h3ht at once, but, on
call.
times,
Many
and Miss M. L. Pugh of Wagon
fire
the
is
whistle
team, which account of weight conditions, has been
blown,
Mound came in this afternoon for a
is used on the water wagon, forced to go through the most strenuoften
Las
in
visit
Vegas.
days'
unhitched for a fire. Often ous of exercises. This will be hard
oE
O. W. Babcock,
Nortonville, must be
if the blaze be on the for him, as the larger part of his
is
needless
this
his
afternoon
for
Kansas, lelt this
side.
West
flesh is composed of muscle. Inter
home at that place after having been
members est is reaching a high stage and the
all
With
a
signal
special
a business visitor in Las Vegas for
of the department will know where bout likely will be- largely attended.
the past few days.
is and will govern themselves
C. E. Cox, representative for the the fire
This is a system that
accordingly.
in
came
Shoe
Fiorsheim
company,
in
cities and is a great
used
the
is
ail
from his headquarters in Colorado
for the fire denot
TODAY'S iiASEBALL
only
improvement
busiSprings last night for a short
all
for
also
but
inquiring
partments
ness visit in Las Vegas.
citizens.
Rev. Father J. P. Moog, Mrs. E.
National League
The chief of the East Las Vegas
Cook
B.
Ribera
of
and Mrs. J.
Chicago at Brooklyn; clear.
inform
all
to
wishes
Fire
department
left this afternoon for that place after"
Pittsburgh at Boston; clear.
the citizens that whenever a fire
having been business visitors In Las
Cincinnati at New York; clear.
oe
shut
must
all
water
is
alarm
given
Vegas for the past few days.
St. Louis at Philadelphia; clear.
off so that all the possible pressure
Mrs. L. B. Carpenter left this afterAmerican League
on
The
the
used
fire.
departcan be
noon for Phoenix, Ariz., where she
at Chicago; clear.
Washington
ment is improving greatly, because of
will visit relatives for several weeks
New
York
at
Detroit; clear.
on
held
the practices that are being
and then leave for California, Mrs
at St. Louis; clear.
Philadelphia
soon
will
and
morning,
Sunday
Boston at Cleveland; clear.
Carpenter expects to be absent omevery
,,, .,.
;
Las Vegas, for several- nioiiLLc-- .
Western League
fires.
of
A. W. Bikker, a well known busiSt. Joseph at Wichita; clear.
ness man of the Duke City, came in
Des Moines at Topeka; clear.
last night for a few days' business
Sioux City at Denver; clear.
PARTNER Omaha
visit in Las Vegas and vicinity. Mr. DUNDEE'S
at Lincoln; cloudy.
Bikker left this morning tor Mora
American Association
where he will spend a short time on
Columbus at Louisville; clear.
II FR
MAY
business.
Toledo at Indianapolis; clear.
of Pueblo,
Mrs. W. H. Gulliford
Minneapolis at Milwaukee; cloudy.
left this afternoon, for that
Colo.,
St. Paul at Kansas City; clear.
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL.
place after having been a visitor. In O'MALLEY PLANS TO MATCH CAROF
WINNER
WITH
TER
Las Vegas for the past few days.
National League.'
BOUT.
Mrs. Gulliford is just returning from
At Philadelphia:
Philadelphia, 4;
California where she has been for the
St. Louis, 3.
It is not at all unlikely that Harry
At Brooklyn: Chicago, 4; Brooklyn,
past two months.
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Brennan left Carter, sparring partner of Johnnie
this afternoon for Detroit, Mich., where Dundee, will be matched to meet the
At Boston: Boston, 2; Pittsburg,
light- 1.
they will attend the annual meeting winner of the Newman-BoyAt New York: New York, 6; Cin
jf the Order of Railway Conductor!.. weight bout, which is to be staged
Jlr. and Mrs. Brennan will visit New here on May 1G by Promoter Charles cinnati, 4.
O'Malley yesterday wired
York, Ohio and West Virginia before O'Malley.
American League.
to
to
Las Vegas.
Albuquerque to Scotty Montieth,
At St. Louis: Philadelphia, 3; St.
returning
H. A. Douglas of Trinidad drove in manager for Dundee, asking if terms Louis, 2.
last night on his way from his home to oould be, arranged for the appearance
At Cleve'land: Cleveland, 4; Bos-Newwith
a
bout
Dundee
here
the
in
of
will
he
attend
where
Albuquerque
ton, 1.
Chavez-Marin- o
Mr. Douglas man or Boyd. He received the folfight.
At Chicago: Washington. 3; Chi
made the trip on a Twin Excelsior lowing reply this morning:
;
cago, 2, At Detroit: New York, 6; Detroit,
motorcycle and came from Trinidad
Your message received. Dundee 0.
in 12 hours. Mr. Douglas stated that
the roads, with few exceptions, werf: would not box anyone for 'less than
Western League.
in fair condition. He expects to reach $2,000, hut will let Harry Carter, his
At Lincoln: Lincoln, 1; Omaha, 0.
sparring partner, meet Boyd or NewAlbuquerque tonight.
At Topeka: Topeka, 5; Des Moines,
Mrs. William E. Gortner returned man and make a side bet. Will de 4.
this afternoon from El Paso, Texas, mand 133 pounds at G o'clock on the
At Denver. Denver, 4; Sioux City,
where she has been visiting Mrs. B. night of the bout.
3.
SCOTTY MONTIETH,
F. Wingo and sons for several days.
At Wichita: St. Joseph, 5; Wichita,
Manager of Dundee.
The Wingos, who formerly resided
3.''
When shown this telegram, R. J.
here, are comfortably located in El
imis
Means,
Boyd's manager, declared that
Paso. Harry Wingo
enjoying
STANDING OF CLUBS
proved health, and Relf Wingo, who he would be willing to allow his
National League.
would
and
meet
a
put
baseball
to
as
Carter,
was famous here
player, charge
Won Lost Pet.
Club
up a substantial side bet. Provided
is employed in a big bank.
.667
5
10
which
he
Philadelphia
John W. Harris, Jr., returned this Boyd wins from Newman,
.636
14
8
afternoon from Columbia, Mo., where wil'i do only after a hard fight, In Chicago
.579
8
H
Brooklyn
is
It
like!y
he has been for the past week on ac the opinion of the fans,
.571
12
9
- St. Louis
Ca"to
meet
hlB
matched
will
of
he
he
Illness
serious
that
count of the
B56
10
8;
mother. Mr. Harris stated this after- - ter. This bout undoubtedly 'won'd New York- .476
11
10
here
Pittsburgfans
fistic
crowd
motheridriw
of
a
noon that the condition of his
big
' 12 J - .333
t?osttm.'-- is improving though it is far from fr&m all part's of the state
4
.200
16
Cincinnati
satisfactory. J. W. Harris, Sr., will
American
League.
CELEBRATES.
next
BROTHERHOOD
the
to
Las Vegas wit,hin
return
Won Lost Pet.
Club
two weeks, providing the condition of
Philadelphia, May 8 A nationa.
3
14
820
anniPhiladelphia
tenty-flftof
the
celebration
arris will permit.
Mrs.
.750
12
4
versary of the Brotherhood of Andrew Washington
.700
14
6
and Philip was held in this city to Cleveland
.565
13
10
day. The brotherhood is an interna- Chicago
MAY HOPE
SUFFRAGETTES
9
.409
13
Louis
twenty-threSt
tional organization, having
.368
7
12
Springfield, 111., May 8. The bill
evangelical denominations idea Boston
286
15
would
he
women
of
Illinois
Detroit
by which
tified with it. Its objects are embod
3
15
ofMJ
on
all
New
York
statutory
man
suffrage
in
ied
granted
the .statement that "Any
fices! X). the state was today ordered can
Western League.
belong to the Brotherhood1 who
Won Lost Pet.
dub
favorably reported by the elections will promise to pray daily for the
1
.882
2
committee of the house. The measure spread of the kingdom of Christ Denver
12
.667
6
nasstwl the Senate yesterday by a among men, and to make an earnest St. Joseph
11
.647
t
vote f 29 ti- 1,5 and its friends
Lincoln
least
at
to
effort each week
bring
.471
8
9
tjhatit jplil receive equally fav one man within the hearing of the Omaha
.438
9
orable consideration by the lower Gospel." The organization has chap- Des Moines
6
.375
1
branch of the legislature. Governor ters not only in) the United States, Topeka
6
.352
11
Dunne has not yet indicated his atti but in Canada, Great Britain, Japan Sioux City
'
14 " .125
Hlit!" measure.
tude-t,
.Wichita
and Australia.
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(Continued from Page One)
derer left little in the way of a clue
and the case has always been a mystery.
Arthur Burnham, whose wife and
two children were among the victims,
was arrested on suspicion, but later
released for lack of evidence. He
died some time later of tuberculosis,
of which he was a victim, protesting
his innocence to the cad. The other
victims were Henry F. Wayne, wife
and one child.

By Dr. J. II. Landau

More than 100 Illustrations.
(Cannibals, Aborigines!, Kanakas,
Maoris, Bush Rangers, the Creat Cities and Industries of Australia,
the Scenery, Geysers and White Terraces of New Zealand, the Goant

Ferns of Tasmania.)

Australian Songs and Recitations by the well known

i
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.
Reading ."
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd

.

v

. .

.

99

.

95
14S
60

Chas. O'Malley
Roy Prentice
J. 0. Landau

Tickets and Reservations at Murpkey's
Drud Store. Tickets 50c and 75c

Your Time and Strength Gleaning House
In the Old Way
Let the VnCUURl

do it for you in
a few hours without displacing a single article
of

furniture.

QLEMtim

;

,

dust and dirt removed by drawing it
through, a hose connected with a machine outside of the house by means of a gasoline engine.
All

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

fect.

.

For Estimates Phone

WHITE
I.

i

Ma,
in 170
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Ribs. May $11.50; July: $10.97;
July corn started a shade 'to 44 ' hP
and'eased'-of- f
to
lo' Eeptetnber $10,85.
The close was steady with' July
''
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
n' f.r., a ret advance of',4.
35
at
but
Kansas City, May 8. Cattle, reup
July oats opened

at.55

55.

,

'

profit taking brought a reactioa o! .
A larger run of hogs in the west and
a drop of five cents at the yards lowered provisions. Opening figures
were unchanged to 5 off with July
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
and ribs
Chicago, May 8.- - Expectation of a pork $19.25; lard $10.75
bearish government crop report today $10.95. The closing sales were aa
lowered wheat values. The opening follows:
,ryr
was strong, unchanged to
up, cn
Wheat, May 88; July 89; Septem
higher cables due to smaller world's ber 88.
Corn, May f.5; July 55; Sepshipments, hut free selling, induced
by a belief that a small abandoned tember 56.
acreage would be shown by the
Oats, May 35; July 34; Septem.
report, caused a quick reac- ber 84.
tion. July started a shade to
Fork, May $19.05; July $19.30;
and dipped to September $19,12.
higher at 834 to
S9. The close whs weak" with July Lard, May. $19.05; July $.10.77;
at 89, a net loss of
September $10.80,
100

artiste

Chas. Kohn

Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

I
assumption that recent advances have
the
of
been largely at the expense
1
short interests, but the volume of of- r
ferings was small.
Price movements were correspond
ingly narrow, only a few Issues varying as much as a point during the
The movement as a whole
forenoon.
was slightly downward. Less atten
tion was paid to the character of the
foreign markets, as traders have giv
en up hope of extensive European
buying for the present. Bonds were

Atchison

I

"ANight in Australia"

the two
countries. The dinner will be given
under the auspices of the German
Publication society. Among the speakers wl'il be Count von Bemstorff, the
German ambassador to the United
States; Dr. Charles W. Eliot and
Prof. Hugo Munsterberg of Harvard'
Hib-be- n
university, President John Grier
Princeton
univerglty, and
of
Theodore Sutro of this city.

The market closed easy. While the
government crop figures more than
sustained the opinion of private ex
perts as to conditions, the showing
fell flat as a stock market influence.
In fact, the range of prices was lower
after its publication, although the
movement was manifestly due to real
izing in the Coppers and pressure
against the Pacifies.
The last sales were:
Amalgamated Copper '. . . .... .'. 75
. . .111
Y. .
Sugar ' r

12th

May

The Event of Many Years

ing the friendship between

irregular.
Amalgamated Copper moved up
briskly on the good showing made in
montniy statement,
the producers'
which reported a decrease of nearly
29,000,000 pounds in stocks on hand.
Elsewhere there was a sensibly firmer
tone, but buying was scant.
An easier tendency was manifested
it', the late afternoon, largely as a re
sult of concerted pressure against
Canadian Pacifio ,which yielded over
Recessions otherwise were
2 points.
the general list ultimately
and
slight,
hardened when increased buying of
the Copper stocks began to take ef

I

r

Monday : Evening

DISCUSS RELATIONSHIP.
New York, May 8 Statesmen, diplomats, educators and business men
of international fame will come together at a dinner to be given at the
Hotel Plaza tomorrow night, the pur
pose of which is to discuss the relations between the United States and
Germany, with a view to strengthen-

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, May 8. Lack of demand
for stocks again characterized trad
ing today, and no attempt was made
to carry further the brisk rally of
yesterday's late sessions. This invited some professional selling, on the

......

I

ceipts 3,009. Market steady. Native
steers $7.35 8.30; southern steers
$67.75; southern cows and heifers
$4.507.25; native cows and heifers
$1.508.35; Blockers and feeders
$6.508; hulls $5.7507.50; calves
$6.5010; western steers $7. 73(y $.'!';
western cows $4.507.25.
Hogs, receipts 10,000. Market steady at 10 cents 1owt. l,u"t of
?8.108.25; heavy $3.10''. i. 20; 1 fV
ers and butchers $3.10
25; 1

,J

$3.1555 8.30;

pigg

f?-7.-

Sheep, receipts 11.0CX MaiW f
Muttons
; r.Z'i,
dy.
"
o
lambs $0.7508.03; t
t
yearlings $3. CO' T'. ; i
$3ffJ6,23,

i

V-.:..- i

.

'.

,,,wr"i-TTv-

State

o

Miguel.
Octave Geoffreon,

rr onndence
t

)

is th

C ompamon of

S itcccss

Katlierlne Desmar-ais- ,
Katherine Desmarais, as admin,
istratrix of the estate of Frederick
Desmarais, deceased, Alarcella Desmarais, and Alice Desmarais, minor
heirs of Frederick Desmarais,
by Katherine Desmarais
their guardian and next friend,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
Thomas B. Catron, Julius Day, Charles
C. Catron, and the unknown claim
ants of interest In the premises, adverse to the plaintiffs. Defendants.
NO. 7500.

The defendants herein, Julius Day,
and the unknown claimants of interest in the premises!, adverse to the
plaintiffs, are hereby notified, that an
action to quiet title and to recover
damages has been commenced against
you in the district court of the county of San Miguel, New Mexico. The
purpose of said action is to quiet title
to the following descrloed tract ot
land, in the said county of San Miguel
and

When you go shopping you
are always sure to be successful
if you buy at dependable stores.
The merchant who wants your
confidence is the merchant who
strives to keep it. He is build-

ing his business by fair dealing,
by giving you quality goods, and
fulfilling every promise of his
advertisements. He cannot afford to disappoint you.
Every time you buy anything
from the stores that advertise
in THE OPTIC you will be more
than satisfied, for they merit
your confidence in every detail
of their business.

ahe

NOTICE.
New Mexico, County ol San

state

ohe OPTIC

CHAPMAN

every night in

NO.-2-

,

A. F. &

Regular communication first and
third Thursday In
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially inADVER-

al

Meets second
rourtn
Thursday
evening ea!
month at VV O. W. Hall. Vlsttlr
brothers cord'.ally Invited. Pr.
VV.
J. Tbora.') if,
Houf, Dictator:

L. O. O. MOOSE

M.

Secretary

vited. Wm. P. Mills,
W. M., H. S .Van Petten, Secretary. J

1

E. ROSfcNWALD

LODGE NO. 541.

TISEMENTS
I. O. of B B
Mets every first
Five cent per line eacn Insertion. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Tuesday of ,hn month in the vestry
Estimate tlx ordinary words to line.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
No ad to occupy less space than two
o'clock p. m
Visl tins' brothers are
',fin& "lar conclave ner. d
'
lines. Ail
advertls mrntt charged
invited
Isaac
day in each month at
cordially
AppeL
be
booked
will
at space actually
Temple at 7:30 p. m. O. H.
President; Cliarlen Greenclay, Sec
without regard to number of words.
Klnkel, B. C; Chaa. Tamme,
retary.
Cash In advance preferred.
Ma-son- lc

tt,

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting brethren cordially Invited to attend. P. D. Fries, N. G.;
Gus
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz. Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regilar con
vocation first Monday in

of New Mexico,

Wanted

1.

WOODMEN OF AMERICA
in the Forest of brotherly
Woodmen of the World hall,
second and fourth Fridays
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmlo, Clerk.
ara especially
Visiting members
welcome and cordially rnvited.

MODERN
Meet
love at
on the

ATTOKNEYS
HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. Haase
Attorneya-at-La-

-

.

New

Las Vegas.

x:

DENTISTS

For Rent

1

DR.

E.

DENTIST
Building.
Main l
Main 15

L. HAMMONt",

Crockett
Office Telephone
House Telephone
OR, F.. B.

Dental

work

HUXMANN

Oentlst
of any descrtptiob

moderate prices.
Room

Center Block. Tel. Malt
East Las Vegas, N. M.

1

Professional Health Culture for Ladlei
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

Hair and Scalp
General Massage,
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m
Cure for Stomach Disorders.
Disorders of the stomach may be
avoided by the use of Chamberlain's
Tablets. Many very remarkable cures
have been effected by these tablets.
Sold by all

defers.

CRYSTAL ICE

You are hereby notified that the FOR SALE Thoroughbred bull pups
Call at 1036 Fourth street. Price is
7th day of July, A. D. 1913, has been
reasonable.
fixed by the honorable probate court,
in and for the county and state afore
said, as the day to prove the last will FOR SALE Junior Tourist
Good as new. Inquire 1107 Colum
and testament of said Elizabeth A.
bia avenue. E. L. V.
Davis, deceased.
In testimony whereof, I have here
unto set my hand and affixed the seal FOR SALE One second Hand car,
of the probate court this 23rd day of
good condition, fully equipped. Las
Vegas Garage, M? Biehl, Prop.
April A. D. 1913.
Go-car- t,

LORENZO DELGADO,
Clerk of the Probate Court,

FOR SALE Jersey cow, $55, if taken
at once. Address E. F., Optic.

AUCTION SALE At Kato Wright's
FOR PUBLICATION.
ranch, 7 miles northeast of Las Vegas
Department of the Interior, Tj. S.
near Azul, Wednesday, May 7, 1913,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
live stock and farm implements.
April 1, 1913.
Sale starts at 10:30 sharp. W. F.
Notice is hereby given that Vin
cento Clddio of East Laa Vegas, tvIio,
Calhoun, Auctioneer.
on December 16, 190', made homeNV FOR SALE! Jersey cow and chickstead entry, No. 05201, for VV
ens. Mrs. Harry Vogt, 1024 Third
SW 4 section 30,
Y section 31, W
street.
township 14 N, range 17 E, N. M. K
M., has filed notice of Intention to
make five year proof, to establish 100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. Stev.
claim to the land above described, be
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
fore Leo M. Tipton, U. S. commissioner, at East Las Vegas, N. M., on
NOTICE

June 7, 1913.
o
Claimant names as witnesses:
Abeyta and Pedro Ciddlo, East "TRAGIC Story of America's GreatLas Vegas, N. M.; Crescenciana Tru- est Disaster," flood, wind and fire,
Jillo, Las Vegas, N. M., Lucinda J. de
the biggest money maker agents
M.
Trujillo, East Las Vegas, N.
ever had. $15.00 daily if you start
MANUEL R. OTERO,
now. Large $1.00 bcok, 100 illusRegister.
trations. Outfit free. J. S. Zieg-le-r

ftliscQlSssneous

VIc-torln-

one

LODGE

That certain tract of land commoneach month at Masonic
ly known as El Canyon de Las Bes-tiaTemple at 7:30 p. m. H.
hounded on the north by a round
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P..O.
Oak Grove, on the south by the top
Blood, Secretary.
of the Mesa Del Aguilar, on the east
Bes-tiaOPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN ft,
by Las Mesas del Canyon de Las
HANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
on the west by the top of the
8. Meets first and third Fridays
mesa;
at 7:30 p. m. Id Masonic Temple,
And to obtain damages for the rentMrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Maal privileges of said land by the said
tron; Mm. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
WANTED Young able salesman for
defendants. That unless you enter or
Telephone Main 329.
general store, in country. Must
cause to "be entered your appearance
and Spanish. Address
English
speak
in the said case, on or before the 14th
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
"Storekeeper," Optic.
day of June A. D. 1913, judgment will
.102 Mees every Monday night at
be taken against you by default.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglat, avenue.at
WANTED
Waitress at Model Cafe,
That p'iaintiffs' attorney is Charles
8 o'clock.
are
405 Railroad avenue.
Visiting
W. G. Ward, whose
postoffice and
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
business address is Las Vegas, New WANTED-Americ- an
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
girl for general
Mexico.
C. H. Baily, treasurer.
housework. Call S18 Main street, or
LORENZO DELGADO,
433.
phone Vegas
Clerk of the District Court.
(Seal)
B
Meets second and
P. O. ELKS
24-fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks home on Ninth stre?
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothof nicely furnished
FOR
RENT
Suite
In the probate court, San Miguel
ers are cordially invited. Glv. Wm.
housekeeping rooms, electrict lights
County, New Mexico.
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Conetc.
918
Excellent location.
bath,
In the matter of the estates of Jose
don, Secretary.
Eighth street.
Miguel Medran, Encarnaclon G. de
1.
No.
Medran, deceased.
COUNFOR RENT Six room House partly KNIGHTS OF COLUMBIJ3,
To Whom It May Concern:
804. Meets second
and
NO.
CIL
furnished. $10. Apply H., Optic
Notice is hereby given that the
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
final report of the administrators in
Pioneer building.
Visiting memthe above entitled estates has oeen FOR RENT Modern furnished flat.
Richard
invited.
are
bers
cordially
511 Ninth street.
filed in said court, and the 19th day
Devtne, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
of May, A. D. 1913, has been set
FOR
RENT Two-roofurnished
by the court for the hearing of ob
NO.
LODGE
DORADO
EL
house, 921 Lincoln.
final
same
the
and
the
to
jeetions
KNIGHTS OF PY
settlement of said estate.
THIAS Meets e
Witness my hand and the seal of FOR RENT Three sunny rooms suit
able
623
for
ery Monday even
'light housekeeping.
said court this 15th day of April, A.
in Castle Hall
street.
Twelfth
ing
D. 1913.
Knlgflti
Visiting
LORENZO DELGADO,
are cordially lnvit
Clerk Probate Court.
ed. Chas. Liebach
Chancelloi
aer,
BABY chicks 10 cents. Thorough
"
Commander.
',:"
Harrj
bred
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
Single Comb Rhode Island
Reds and Barred Rocks. Mrs. Geo ry Martin, Keeper of Records anc
Of Elizabeth A. Davis, deceased.
Seal.
State of New Mexico, County of
Tudor, Osage City, Kan.
of
Probate
the
San Miguel. Office
FOR SALE CHEAP New surrey and
Clerk, County of San Miguel, N. M.
harness. Phone Purple 5312.
To all whom it may concern,

(Seal)

get to know all these good
stores and their splendid offerings read the advertisements

SHORT ORDERS AN D RcGULAS DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLED

A.

.

To

AND CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

COLU
FOR CLASSIFIED

RESTAURANT

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

'ill
RATES

LOBBY

Co., Chicago.

CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,

LOCAL

AMD

THE

HER.AVE.MAN

CARD

429 GRAND

PETER P. MACKEL

No.

No
No.
No.

HOU8E AND 8IGN PAINTING

lardwood Finishing, Paper Haotlxi
and Classing.
Estimate Cheerfully Given.
Old Tow
est Side Plaia

...

No.

No
No.

No.

)

2....

Bepan

9:10 p. m
9:15
11:05
4...K.1VQ p. m
2:10
8.... 2:05 a. m
2:19
10.... 1:45 p. m
WEST BOUND
l
1:20 p. m
1:45
3
6:10 a. m
6:15
4.20 p. m
7.
4:30
9
6:35 p. m
7:00

....
.

1200 Lincoln Ave

Phone Malrt 227

SSE29SR33S

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Dolivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

per
per
per
per
per

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity a
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST vo iomou
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never hear el
your property unless it were advertised here.

EAST BOUND
Arrive

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Classified ad, search out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BWY the particular thing la worth moat.

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbi, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

Others, who read and ana wer ads. In this newspaper want
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articloa of usefulness of any sort, and musical !
strumentt.

(at

p.

p.
a.
p.
d.

a

a. b
p. t
p. a

As the classified ada. are read by alt possible buye'.a, ot all o
lbie aorta of things, they nave come to he finder of the beat mr-- .
keta.
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For a while mere was snence,
then she said:
"Father was there, tonight."
"At the
Impossible! Mr.
"
Gregory go to a a to
' Yes, it is possible for him even tc
go to a show. But to do him justica,
he was forced under the tent, he had
no intention of doing anything so
wicked as that, he only meant to do
some little thing like running away
But no, I can't speak of him with bitterness, now. Abbott, he seems all
changed."
Abbott murmured, as if stupefied:
"Mr. Gregory at a show!"
.
When it was
"Yes, and a
over he came to me he was eo ehands.

i iii goflig VO leu you
for you've never
why I laughed,
and you've alwayi been
guessed,
afraid to ask "
noUBO,"l fcuasb.

lion-show- ?

a--

"Afraid of you, Fran?"
"Awfully, I'm going to show you
let go, so I can show you. No, I'm in
earnest you can have me, afterwards.

. . Remember that
evangelist?
There he stood, waving his hands as
I'm doing now moving his arms with
his eyes fastened upon the congregationthis way look, Abbott."
"Fran! As if I were not already

.

JOHN BEECKENKLDGEELLIS
b

ii''t

3LLTJSTEATTPNS

BY'

(copyoiGHT

i3ia

so; not saying a word-o- nly
this
way and that . . .
waving
And it made me thjng of our hypno-tize- r
the man that waves people into
our biggest tent he seems to pick 'em
up bodily and carry them in hia arms.
And if the people are to be
Well!
waved into a church, it won't take
much of a breeze to blow them out.
But
i' don't believe in
that doesn't mean that I "don't believe
In
the church does it? do you
think?"
"You believe in convictions, Fran.
And since you've come Into the church,
you don't have to say that you believe
in it."
"Yea there's nothing on the outside, and oh, sometimes there's so
little, so little under the roof what
do you think of me, Abbott?"
"Fran, I think you are the most-- -"
"But do you!" she Interposed, still
unsteadily. "In the superlative? I
don't see how you can, after that exhiI
bition behind the bars. Anyway,
want you to talk about yourself. What
rrade you go away from town? But
tnat's not the worst; what made you
stay away? And what were you doing
off there wherever It was, while poor
little girls were wondering themselves
sick about you? But wait! the
wheel's going down down down.
.
Good thing I have you to hold
.
.
to poor Miss Sapphira, she can't
Listen at all the street
coma now!
criers, getting closer, and the whistle
sounds I wish we had whistles; the
squawky kind. See my element, Abbott, the air I've breathed all my life
the carnival. Here we are, Just above
the clouds of confetti. . . . Now
we're riding through . . . pretty
damp, these clouds are, don't you
think! Those ribbons of electric
lights have been the real world to me.
No,
Abbott they were home. . .
Bill, we don't want to get out. We intend to ride until you take this wbeel
to pieces. And oh, by the way, Bill-J- ust

CHAPTER I Fran arrives t Hamilton
home In Littleburg. but finds
absent conducting
the choir at a
imp meeting.
CTIAPTER II-re jatre thither In
arch of him, laughs
the service
ad la asked to leave. during
She

.CHAPTER
Ashton. superintendent of schools, escorts Fran from
Ui tent. He tells her Gregory Is a
wealthy man, deeply Interested In charity
work, and Is a pillar of the church. Ashton becomes greatly
Interested In Fran
Md, .while taking leave of her, holds her
band and Is seen by Sapphira Clinton,
later of Robert Clinton, chairman of the
Ill-Ab- bott

ehool board.

CHAPTER IV Fran tells
she
wants a home with him. Gregory
Grace Nolr.
Gregory's private secretary, takes a
dislike to Fran and advises her to go
d
way at once. Fran hints at a
secret, and Gregory, in agitation,
sks Grace to leave the room.
CHAPTER V Fran relates a story of
fcow Gregory married a young girl at
while
Springfield
college and
Fran is the child of
thn deserted her. attending
that marriage. Gregory had married his
three years before the death
Ceeent wife
mother.
CHAPTER VI Fran finds Mrs. Greg- sincere woman and takes
fry a sweet,
her.

vlo-W- nt

twenty-rar-ol-

CHAPTER VII Gregory explains that
of
fran is the daughter
very dear
friend now dead. Fran agrees to the
Mrs.
tory.
Gregory insists on her making her home with them and takes her to
her arms. The breach between Fran and
Grace widens.
CHAPTER VIII It is decided that
Fran must go to school. Grace shows
interest in Gregory's story of
persistent
Us dead friend and hints
that Fran may
M an lmposter. She threatens to marry
Bob Clinton and leava Gregory's service,
much to the latter's dismay. Fran
that the secretary must go.
CHAPTER IX Grace begins nagging
tactics in an effort to drive Fran from
the Gregory home, but Mrs. Gregory remains stanch in her friendship.
CHAPTER X Fran is oroereo. Derore
Superintendent Ashton to be punished for
insubordination In Bchool.
Chairman
Clinton Is present. The affair ends In
Fran leaving the school in company of
the two men, to the amazement of the
scandalmongers of the town,
while taking a
CHAPTER
walk alone at midnight, finds Fran on a
bridge telling her fortune by cards. She
tells Abbott that she Is the famous Hon
temtr. Fran Nonpareil. She tired of circus t" ".id waul
hnm
CHAPTER X.JS Grace tells of seeing
Fran come home after midnight with a
. Bhe guesses part of the story and
surprises the rest from Abbott. SITa de- d
rides to ask Bob Clinton to go to Spring-Holto investigate Fran's story.
enlists Abbott
CHAPTER XITI-Fr- an
m her battle against Grace. Egi?ed on by
Grace. Oregory insists on his wife going
to church, something she has not done
since Grace became one of the house- XI-Ab- bott,

i

just

lion-show-

xcited"
"So was I," spoke up the other

"rather!"

"You didn't show it. I thought
maybe you wouldn't' care If I had been
eaten up. . . . No, no, listen. He
wanted to claim me he called me
'daughter' right there before the people, but they thought it was just a sort
of of church name. But he was wonderfully moved. I left the tent with
him, and we had a long talk I came
from him to you. I never saw anybody so changed."
"But why?"
"You see, he thought I was going to
be killed right there before his eyes,
and seeing It with his very own eyes
He told
made him feel responsible.
me, afterwards, that when he found
out who It was In the cage, he thought
of mother in a different way he saw
how his desertion had driven her to
earning her living with showmen, so I
could be supported. All in all, he is a
changed man."
"Then will he acknowledge you?
but no, no . . ."
"You see? He can't, on accouat of
Mrs. Giegory. There's no future for
him, or for her, except to go on living
as man and wife without the secretary. He imagines It would be a sort
of reparation to present me to' the
world as his daughter, he thinks it
would give him happiness but It can't
be. Grace Noir has found it all out "
"Then she will tell!" Abbott exclaimed, in dismay.
"She would have told but for one
thing. She doesn't dare, and it's on
her own account of course. She has
You
been terribly well, Indiscreet.
can't think of what lengths she was
willing to go not from coldly making
Abbott Grasped Bill's Hand, and Inup her mind, but because she lost grip
Business.
About
quired
on herself, from always thinking she
couldn't. So sire went away with Bob
As they made their way through the
Clinton she'll marry him, and they'll
noisy "city square" sha kept on wona
in
once
this
wheel,
every
stop
dering Since his face revealed noth- w&lle, vill you? when we're up at the go to Chicago, out of Llttleburg hising, his disapproval, at any rate, was
tory poor Bob! Remember the night
ary tiptop. Ail right good-by.- "
no? bo great as to be beyond control.
he was trying to get religion? I'm
And .bbott called gaily, "Good-by- ,
Dif that dignify that he did not feel ir. Smookins!"
afraid he'll conclude that religion
Better
to
care?
endV.gh for her really
"I'm glad you did that, Abbott. You Isn't what he thought it was, living so
for him to be angry about the show, think
you're somebody, when some- close to it from now on."
than not to care.
"All this interests ine greatly, dear,
body else thinks bo, too. Now we're
Fran stopped before the Ferris rising in the world." Fran was so ex- because it Interests you. Still, it
Wheel.
cited that she could not keep her body doesn't bear upon the main question."
"Let's take a ride," she said, a little from quivering. In spite of this, she
"Abbott, you don't know why I went
to to that show to act. You thought I
tremulously. "Won't need tickets. Bill, fastened her eyes upon Abbott
was caring for a sick friend. What do
stop the wheel; I want to go right up. ask, suddenly: "'Most' what?"
This is a friend of mine Mr. Ashton.
"Most adorable," Abbott answered, you think of such deceptions?"
"I think I understand. Simon JefAnd Abbott, this is an older friend as if he had been waiting for the
ferson told me of a girl falling from a
"Most precious. Most
than you Mr. Bill Smookins."
prompting.
Mr. Bill Smookins was an exceedsweet. Most unanswerably trapeze; it was possibly La Gonizetti's
man, of no recog- and eternally Fran!"
ingly
daughter. Mrs. Jefferson told me that
Mrs. Gregory is nursing some one.
nizable age. Externally, he was blue
"And you" she whispered.
overalls and greasy tar.
"And I," he told her, "am nothing The same one, I imagine. And La Gonizetti was a friend of yours, and you
Abbott grasped Bill's hand, and In- but most
"It's so queer," Fran said, plaintive- took her place, so the mother could
quired about business.
"Awful pore, sense Fran let' the ly. "You know, Abbott, how long stay with the injured daughter."
"You're a wonder, yourself!" Fran
you've fought against me. You know
show," was the answer, accompanied
to
cut
the
threatened
it, and I don't blame you, not In the declared, dropping her hands to stare
that
a
grin
by
weather-beateleast. There's nothing about me to at him. "Yes, that's it. All these
face wide open.
are friends of mine.
Fran beamed. "Mr. Smookins knew make people. . . . But even now,
my mother didn't, you, Bill? He was how can you think you understand me, When the mayor was trying to decide
what carnival company they'd have
awful good to me when I was a kid. when I don't understand myself ?"
"I've fur the street f;.ir, I told him about
"I don't," he said, promptly.
Mr. Smookins was a Human Nymph in
tliis show, and that's why it's here.
those days, and he sisoked and talked,
Poor La Gonizetti needs the money
he did, right down under the water-remeBill? That was
dreadfully for they spend it as fast
as it's paid in. The little darling will
water oh, he s a
inn, lei
have to go to a hospital, and there's
me tell you!"
nothing laid by. The boys all threw
Bill intimated, as be slowed down
in, but they didn't have much, themthe engine, that the rheumatism he
selves. Nobody has. Everybody's poor
had acquired under the water, was
in this old world except you and me.
rheumatism hence his
I've taken La Gonizetti's pbice in the
change of occupation. "I was strong
cage all day to keep her from losing
enough to be a Human Nymph," he
out; and if this wasn't 'tho last day,
explained, "but not endurable. Nobody
I don't know whether I'd have promcan't last many years as a Hirhvin
.
.
ised you or not.
.' Samson was
Nymph."
pretty good, but that mask annoyed
Abbott indicated his companion
him. So you see but honestly, Ab"Here's one that'll last my time."
bott, doesn't ail this make you feel jr...t
Fran
He
and
The wheel stopped.
a wee bit different about me?"
were barred into a seat.
it makes me want to kiss you,
"And now," Fran exclaimed, "it's all
Fran."
ups and downs, just like a moving picIt makes you' she gaspeu "want
ture of life. Why don't you say somecan
to do that? Why,, Abbott!
Nothin
thing, Mr. Ashton? But no, you
can save you."
keep still I'm excited to death, and
"I'm afraid not," he agreed.
wouldn't hear you anyway. I want to
The car was swinging at the highest
do all the talking I always do, after
reach of tho wheel. The
I've been in the cage. My brain is
stopped.
filled with air so this is the time to
She opened her eyes very wide. "!'
be soaring up into the sky, isn't it!
think you'd be afraid of such a wor!
What is your brain filled with? but
she declared.
famous
never mind. We'll be just two ba"Up, Samson, Up!"
haven't
drawing back. "Some have been,
lloonsmy! aren't you glad we
any strings on us suppose some peo- given up trying to understand you. assure you."
be
"I'm not afraid," Abbott declar
ple had hold! I, for one, would
Since then, I've just loved. That's
drawing her toward him. I'f. woul-willing never to go down again. Where easy."
are the clouds? Wish we could meet
"What will people think of a super lave kissed her, but she covered lv r
a few., See how I'm trembling al- intendent of public schools caring for race with her handa hud bent her hea.j
ways do, after the lions. Now, Abbott, a show-girl- ,
even if she is Fran Non- instinctively.
I'll leave a small opening for Just one pareil. How would it affect your ca"Up!" cried Abbott. "Up, S;;m:w,

I'll show you the very place for as.'"
Abbott 'inquired serenely: "Down
there In the Den?"
Fran scrutinized him anew, alwayi
wondering bow he had taken the lions.
What Bhe saw did not alarm her.
"No," she returned, "not in the Den.
You're no Daniel, If I am a Charmer.
No dens for us."
"Nor lion cages?" Inquired Abbott,
still inscrutable; "never again?"
"Never again," came her response;
it was a promise.

Oncorr'i
him

.

looking."
"Look

soul-wavin-

7

.

hard-feature- d

CHAPTKR XIV Fran offers her services to Gregory as secretary during the
temporary absence of Grace. The latter,
hearing of Fran's purpose, returns and
interrupts a touching scene between father and daughter.
CHAPTER XV Fran goes fishing with
Mrs. Gregory's brother. Abbott, whose
retention as superintendent is to be
that diy, finds her sitting alone in
a busify. He. joins her and Is discovered
bv Clinton and Ms sister
CHAPTER XVI Grace tens Gregory
she Intends to marry Clinton and quit
He declares that he cannot
his service.
continue his work without her. Carried
his
away by passion, he takes her in dearms. B'ran walks In on them, and
clares that Grace must leave the house
at once. To Gregory's consternation he
learns of Clinton's mission to Springfield.
CHAPTER XVII Clinton returns from
Springfield and Abbott, at Fran's request,
what he has
urges him not to divulgeassurance
that
learned. On Abbott's
Grace will leave Gregory at once, Clinton
agrees to keep silent.
CHAPTER XVIII Driven into a Conner
of exposure, Gregory Is
by the threat
forced to dismiss Grace.
CHAPTER XIX Grace is offered the
Job of bookkeeper in Clinton's grocery
store. Gregory declares he will kill him-!eIf she marries Clinton.
Infatuation
CHAPTER
Heads him to seek Grace at the grocery.
He finds her alone and tells her the story
of his past. Grace points out that as he
'married the present Mrs. Gregory before
'the death of Fran's mother, he is not now
legally married. They decide to flee at
lf

ory's

once.

'

CHAPTER XXI They atterof'
ape during the excitement U a street
ifalr and are forced to enter the Hon tent
Ito avoid Clta'ca.
CHAPTER XXII Abbott finds Fran at
Ithe street carnival. She makes an ap- to meet him later in the
Eilntment she Is on her way to help a
!ick friend.
CHAPTER XXIII Abbott wanders into
'the lion tent to pass the time. A young
iwoman wearing a mask is taking the
One of the
place of the regular trainer. .removes
her
lions
rebels and the trainer
mask revealing the features of Fran. She
brute.
the
overcomes
Gregory's
finally
of
eyes are opened to the real naturedurher eyes
iGrace as he sees murder In lion.
He tells
contest with the
ing Fran's
her nil is over between them, and acknowledges Fran as his daughter before
the errr".
(Continued from Yesterday)
CHAPTER

XXIV.

Near the Sky.

t
nine when Abbott
It was
met Fran, according to appointment,
half-pas-

before the Snake Den. From her hands
she had removed the color of Italy,
and from her body, the glittering raiment of La Gonizetti.
Fran came up to the young man
from out the crowded street, all quivering excitement. In contrast with
the pulsing life that ceaselessly
enacg
r. ?

fe&r

Csssi"z

ima,

ic

reflections

1

ni3 composure

mowed almost grotesque.

"Here I am," she panted, shooting a
auizzlcaj glance at. his face.. "are you

wanting-to-be-loved.-

carry' fceems even when 1 refer to it I ought to well, as I said,
make a sort of joke.
"But this Is no joke," said Abbott,
kissing her again.
"Yes," said Fran, happily, "we can
talk about It in that way. Isn't Bill
Smookins a dear to keep us up here so
long?"
It was a good while later that Abbott said: "As to why I left Llttleburg: Bob knew of a prlvato school
that has just been Incorporated as a
college. A teacher's needed, one with
ideas of the new education the education that teaches us how to make
books useful to life, and not life to
books the education that teaches
happiness as well as words and fig
ures; just the kind that you didn't find
at my school, little rebel! Bob was an
old chum of the man who owns the
property so he recommended me, and
I went It's a great chance, a magnificent opening. The man was so pleased
with the way I talked he's new to the
business, so that must be his excuse
that I am to be the president"
Fran's voice came rather faintly
"Hurrah! But you are to be far, far
above my reach, Just as I prophesied.
Don't you remember what I said to
you during our drive through Sure- Enough Country?"
'And that isn't all," said Abbott,
looking straight before him, and pretending that he had not heard. "In
that town Tahlelah, Okla., I discovered, out in the suburbs, a cottage
tbe dearest little thing as dear as
. .
as Mr. Smookins; just big
enough for a girl like Fran I rented
it at once of course, it oughn't to be
standing there idle there's such a
fragrant flower garden I spent some
time arranging the grounds as I think
you'll like them. I didn't furnish the
cottage, though. Women always like
to select their own carpets and things,
BcnooVs'b

..."

show-peopl-

e

mber,

sure-enoug- h

sure-enoug- n

Fran's face was a dimpled soa of
pink and crimson waves, with starry
lights in her black eyes for signal
lights. "Oh, you king of hearts!" she
exclaimed. "And shall we have a
church wedding, and just kill 'em?"
Abbott laughed boyishly. "No you
must remember that your connection
is at an end."
with show-lif"But and then and so," cried
Fran rapturously. "I'm to have a home
after all, with ilower gardens and
carpets and things i
home Abbott, a home with you!
Don't you know, it's been the dream of

word"

"I'll steady you," said Abbott, briefdid not
ly, and he took her hand. She
appear conscious of his protecting
clasp.
"I never see the moon fo big," she
went on, breathlessly, "without, thinkrolled along
ing of that night when it
tiie pasture ass if it wanted to knock
for being where
us oft the
we oughtn't. I never could understand
why you should slay on that bridge
with a perfect stranger, when your
!
duty was to be usher at the
Vou weren't ushering me, you
I
know, you were holding my hand
mean, I was holding your hand, as
Hiss Sapphira says I shouldn't. What
a poor helpless man as I'm holding
But I laughed in
,vou now, I presume!
meeting. People ought to go outdoors
foot-bridg- e

camp-mooting-

!'.i

si.'iil'iL

and. Iter.-- ; their religion

In

reer?"
"But you have promised never again
to engage in a show, so you are not a
show-girl.-

"

"What about my mother who lived
and died as a
What will
I'd nevyou do about my
er speak to a man who could feel
ashamed of my mother. What about
my father who has never publicly
acknowledged me? I'd not want to
have anything to do with a man who
who could be proud of him."
"As to the past, Fran, I have only
this to say: Whatever hardships It
contained, whatever wrongs or wretch-ednesit evolved you, you, the Fran
of today the Fran of this living
hour. And It's the Fran of this living
hour that t want to marry?"
Fran. covgrerLher faca with, he?
a
lion-tamer- ?

?

s
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observed
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Special, one day:
EL Tostovo 2!
This Is one of the most delightful
HOTPOINT electrical appliances
attaches to any light socket,

line

practical

thoroughly

of

costs little to operate It.
it will toast.
cook meat, fish and vegetables
Shirr eggs, scramble or fry 'em.
do anything one ordinarily expects of a oneplate stove and more. .
In a high brilEl Tostovo Is made of pressed steel, nickel-plateliant polish. Ebonite handle. ?'
Usually $4 but at $2 Saturday!
d

Telephone your orders for one to be delivered Saturday.

Las Vcjjas Light
& Power Co.

9ew ulexico Hood

Hone!

e

oiwsoison

sure-enoug- h

to

my life to

"

Abbott was inexpressibly touched.
"Yes, I was just thinking of what I
heard you say, once to belong to
somebody."
Fran slipped her arms about Mr,
':0(.!s. "And what a somebody! To be- to you. And to know that my
::o:r.e is our home.
.Abbott, with a sober sense of hfn
mi'vorthinesH, embraced her silently.
Frora,iar below came a sudden
,"id. makin;; its way through the
It wes
vou'Inuity cf the, street-uproa'$" chugging of the engine,
'.'.'ne wheel began to revolve.
Down they came down down
Fran looked up at the moon. "Good-by,- "
she called, gaily. "The world is
good enough for me!" ,
(THE END.)

ALBUQUERQUE and RETURN
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MAY 7th TO 10th INC.
Iickets on Sale May 7ih and 8th
Final Return Limit May 11th., 1913

Most Prompt and Effectual
Bad Colds.
When you have a bald
want a remedy that will not
re'tief, but effect a prompt

Cure for
coid you
only give

and permanent cure, a remedy that is pleasant to take, a remedy that contains
Chamberlain's
nothing
injurious.
Cough Remedy meets all these requirements. It acts on aature's plan,
relieves the lungs, aids cxpertoratira,
opens the secretions and restores th'
system to a healthy condition. This
remedy has a world wide sale and
use, and can always be deppnded
upon. Sold by all dealers.

sure-enoug-

"

IHIotpomt

and"

"
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next Saturday
flay tenth, is

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh

E7 Ui

D. L. BATCIIELOR
Mm

Pi H

AGENT

i

Li

THE OLD RELIABLE

AIN WAGON

Cure.

F. J. CHENEY

& v,0.,

-i

Toledo, Ohio.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable
In all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his win.

.

BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, Ohio.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.

NATIONAL

y

Testimonplals sent free. Price 75
cents per bottle. Sold1 by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family PUls for constipation.

In the whole 'ieUl cf molioine
there is not a healing remedy that
will repair damage to the fiesh more
SNOW
quickly than BALLARD'S
LINIMENT. In cuts, wounds, sprains,
up!"
burns, scalds, and rheumatism, Its
Fran laughed hilariously, and lifted
and penetrating power is exhealing
her head. She looked at him hro..'i
her fingers. Her face was a gcrden of traordinary. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
blush-roseStie pretended to roar per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
but the result was not terrifyin?; then
nue obediently held up her mouth,
Foley Kidney Pills repay your con"After all," said Fran, speakin;;
somewhat indistinctly, "you haven't fidence in their he, ling and curative
(old why you ran away to leave poor qualities. Any kidney or bladder disFran guessing where you'd gone. Do ease net beyond the reach of mediyou know how I love you, Abbott?"
cine will yield to their use. Mrs. Cor"I think I know."
delia
Ccpeland, Arrieola, Mo., says, "I
"I'm glad for I could never tell you.
and, bladder trouble for
had
kidney
like
real
is
ileal love
religion you
can't talk about It. Makes you wont over a year and 5 bottles of Foley
to joke, even if you can't think of Kidney Pills cured me." It is the
anything funny to say makes you same story from every one who uses
chatter about anything else, or Just them. All say, "they cured me," O.
keep still. Seems to bo something G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug
down here this is my heart, isn't it?
;
Store.
ua
Tfc"
nave
left
Jno.
1
I
hope

1
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Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

MOST HEAT FOR YOUIl HOUVX

SWASTIKA COAL
w ii o e s a l i: a o n c i a
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Don't miss the cleaiauce Bale
Jioran's Curio Store.
Light automobile
o'clock, this evening.

lamps

goes at
Everything
.
.. .
tor tills weeK oniy ai
Curio Store.
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SWEET

Lml vii

baseball teani will hold
another practice tomorrow night on
the High ch'oi grounds. All members are requested to bep resent.
The Greys

'DELICIOUS

1

Phoue Maiu 379

The Ladies' Aid society
tue
church will have ? chicken
and white sale on May 16.

1

varnish and stain com-bined. Revives old wood
work, furniture, floors,
etc., all size cans, any
color.

Win.
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HAT so many young men, who
want Snap and
Style in their
clothes, and who appreciate the
economy of

f
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It's Strange When
One Knows
The Facts.
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Gaott Quality
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Try a dram ot Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Word has been received here to the
effect that Mr. and Mrs. Chester
h
off on all goods for one
Lowe, who reside in Albuquerque, are week
at
the Moran Curio Store.
only
tfce proud parents of a
daughter bora
to them yesterday morning.
The
Finch's Golden WeddJng itye, aged
Lowes formerly resided' in Las
in the wood. Direct from the distillery to you. At the Mbby, of course.
One-fourt-
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CRYSTAL BUTTERS
IS MADE FROM

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOL'R. CROCER
IT SATISFIES
...CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co

!

n

IE

TOEBE IS NO

ON THE

LABEL

THERE IS NO LYE

"HITS

Ulin

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

IN THE CAN

FRUITS
LYE--

PEELED"

Highest In Quality Delicious In Flavour
you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

Insist on "Hunts"

if

W
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Frank . H. Strong of Albuquerque,
who purchased the Manby ranch near
Watrous some time ago, has sold that
property to Dr. J. E. Kraft of Albuquerque. Dr. Kraft will take posses
sion of the ranch on the first of
June.
The ladies of the West side have
made arrangements to give a Spanish
supper and social at the armory on
the evening of May 20 for the benefit
of the Christian Brothers' school. This
will be a great opportunity for Las
Vegans to eat their fill of Mexican
and Spanish cooking, which, as everybody knows, is mighty good.
Teofilo Lopez was arrested yesterday
evening by Chief of Police Ben Coles
for drunkenness and disorder. When
brought before Judge D. R. Murray
this morning he was fined the costs
of the case and released. Lopez haila
from Los Alamos and came into the
city yesterday morning. Feeling pretty good he decided to get o:i' 1hc

A contract has been let to Thomas
Foster for the repainting of the Carnegie public library. This has been a
much needed improvement and will
make
the library and the Hillsite
park one of the most beautiful spots
in the city. The trees, which have
been trimmed, !!ow the light from
the. new street lamps to extend into
the park at night in a way that makes
the library take on a handsome appearance. The repainting will start
at once. The same color now in use
will be utilized.

Special sale
longer.

8. B.

Jefierson Raynolds, President.
Eaynolda, Vice President. Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Davis, Vice President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS! N. M.

Capital, $100,000 Surplus,

Profits $35,000

and-Undivide-

Out Depositors Receive EveryCouriesy and AcG&cid Banking.
commodation Within the Scope

last one week

Moran Curio Store.

After having beeii in session for
days corfsidering bids for supplies for the New Mexico Hospital
for tho Insane during the next six
months, the board of trustees of that
finished
its regular
Institution
monthly session last night at 10
o'clock. Bids of local firms were accepted. There were a large number
of bidders and nearly all secured
some portion of the contract. Contrary to expectations, the meeting of
the trustees was harmonious. Each
member was effusively polite to his
brother trustees.
two

E. D.

wii'i

The Las Vegas council of the
Knights of Columbus will hold its regular meeting tonight in the O. R. C.
ball. The meeting will begin at S
o'clock. ' All members and visiting
brothers are invited to be present.
A rumor is going over the state to
the effect that Frank A. Hubbell, a
prominent politician of Bernalillo
county, was shot and killed In a gun
fight upon his ranch in Socorro county late yesterday. The Albuquerque
Journal, which made an effort to
learn the facts in the matter, states
the rumor is without foundation, so
far as can be learned.

Judge Adelaido Tafoya this . morn
ing held a short session of the pro
bate court for the purpose of hearing
the petition for the admission to pro.
bate of the will of tue late Julian
Sandoval of San Miguel. The will was
admitted and the executors named in
the will, Mrs. Se'isa Sandoval and
Andres Sandoval, respectively widow
and son of the dead man, were

Tlmo Deposits

M The Home ofliie East ol Everything Eatable

inest Fresh Strained oney
35c Per Pint

Fresh Comb Honey

preparing themselves for the rifle
test which will be held in this city
during the annual eneainpment this
year to select the best bona fide military riflemen in the state and to raise
the standard of excellence ' where it
should be raised in the military unit.
For the winners of this contest the
15. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder
company has donated to the state a
national defense trophy which will be
presented to the winners.
There are a number of conditions
which will control this contest, and
the various companies are working
now to fullill therA. The unit winning
thia trophy shall be awarded the prize
before the tenth of January succeed
ing the shoot. The. trophy shall be
held by the winning company until
the following December when it shall
be returned to the adjutant general
to be prepared for the next winner.
No doubt the contest will cause much
interest among the various companies
and also will establish a good number
of excellent marksmen.
con-

CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATIONS
The following civil service examinaThe city officials are having some
will be held in this city on the
tions
trouble of late in keeping stock off
dates mentioned: June 2 Model ma
the lawns of the citizens.
Horses, ker
(male) salary $1,500 to $1,800;
cows and other animals that get out
associate physicist (male) salary
of their respective boundaries and
to $2,700;
associate physicist
trample on the pretty lawns are a
(male)
in electrical engiqualified
All
great nuisance to the citizens.
horses cauerhf by the officials will be neering, salary $2,000 to $2,700. June
4 Physical
laboratory helper (male")
put in the city pound and will be heli
to $720; practical paper
tf-until the owner has paid the salary $600
maker
(male)
salary $1000 per anm eeFary amount to get them out.
There is no excuse for animals to be num; testing machine operator (male)
allowed to run about the streets, say salary $1,200 to $1,600; assistant in
the police, and every owner of stock animal pathology (male) salary $1,400 to $1,800; laboratory assistant in
is requested by the officials to take
ceramics,
(male) salary $000 to $1,200;
every precaution and see that
his
physician (male) salary $1,800; sustock does not run loose.
perintendent of farm and transportation (male) salary $900; dental interne (male) salarv $600; nautical expert (male) salary $1,000 to $1,800;
map colorist, salary $00 to $720; den$2,-00- 0

tist (male) salary

$1,500.

June

5

Aid (male) salary $800; laboratory ap
prentice (male) salary $480 to $540
per annum. For further information
on these examinations see J. R. Lowe
at the local postoffice.
HE HATES PUBLICITY
Washington, May 8. Secretary
took another step today in his
RUBBING CLOTHES
campaign to keep secrets of the treasIn a tub is out of date and r.ut rf
ury department from going to outside
reason. It not only wears out the interests, when he forbade any treasclothing, but is
ury, records being shown to any one
BACK BREAKING WORK.
outside the department, congressmen
Why not beak away from the old included, without his written permismethods, and keep up with the time sion, and announced that he intended
to deal
by sending your washing to
summarily with infractions of
LAS VEGAS STEAM LAUNDRY.
his new order.

o

20c, 2 for 35c
t-
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We

ready-to-we-
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made-to-measu-

We also show best makes of Wood
Refrigerators from $6.95 up.

m

Norfolk.

THE ROSENTHAL

SflLSON

BECLAIiES

SEilCTti)

Ho.

ti

HE

re

show you

MITCHELL

through our stock rooms and
you will agree with us that
ycu never saw a finer collec-

COLLECTOR FOR THE PORT OF
NEW YORK IS PRESIDENT'S
OWN MAN.

Washington, May 8. Varying reports as to who originally proposed
John Purroy Mitchell to be coilector
of the port of New York brought
from the White House today a statement that President Wilson himself
had requested Mr. Mitchell to take
the office.
It became known that
Senator O'Gorman and Secretary
both concurred in the selection,
after Mr. Wilson had suggested Mr.
Mitchell.
The White House statement was as follows;
"Mr. John Purroy Mitchell has ac
as collector of
cepted appointment
customs at New York at tiie president's request. At no time has Mr.
Mitchell been a candidate for the of
fice. He feels himself to be under
obligations to conclude certain im
portant matters now before the committees of the board of estimate ana
apportionment of the City of New
York, of which he is cnairman, notably the organization of terminal facilities on the west side of Manhattan Island and the
organization of
railroad and marine terminal facili
ties in South Brooklyn, and be is re
luctant to surrender his present office while these remain unfinished.
The president, recognizing the importance of these public matters, is
willing that Mr. Mitchell's assumption
of the office of collector, if confirmed,
shall be postponed until June 1, to
permit him to complete his part in
these matters."

HOI WE

ar

ORE ENBERGER

Opposite the Y. M. C. A.

tion of furniture 2 ny where
in this vicinity. We would
like to have you call and examine our stock thorougly.
It will stand the closest scru- iny for beauty, strength and
Such high qualited Furniture is seldom of.
fered at such low prices

o

SHOOT FOR A TROPHY
The militiamen of New Mexico are

ie

Interest Paid on

have sold over 23 of these
Refrigerators and have yet to find a
displeased customer. We show them
in 3 sizes to hold 50, 75 and 100
pounds of Ice.

Still cling to the idea of one of two
extremes.
Made to measure clothes or
a cheap quality of ready to wear garments.
Clothes making and clothes wearing
has advanced far beyond either of these
stages.
Clothes-sucHigh grade
as Hart Schaffner and Marx or
Lsystem at $20 to $25 are cheaper, fit
better and have more style than any
suit at $10 to $15
more and as for cheap ready made
Clothes nothing need be said.
--

I''

,

artistic effects

j. e, job

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS

2S2Ei5E333SS3CE

3
I

Two fine lots on Fifth St. East front, sidewalk
very desirable 550.00

and sewer

$500

i

A cheap house well located on the
Flat, can be made into comfortable
small home at slight expense, $500.00. $50 down, balance $15.00
per month
DONT THIS BEAT PAYING RENT?

II

The Investment Si Agency
Corporation

1

Phone Msin 40

I

GEO. A. FLEMING, Manager
603 Lincoln Ave

JET"

The Proof of the Pudding

New Mexico

eacn jen
Put up in Economy Jars under the most
Sanitary conditions, containing only
fresh peaches
net cane su- gar.

0

per Jar
BOUC ER'S

May be in the eating of it, but the proof of the milk is in
the inspection of the dairy. The pudding is cooked and
Milk is chiefly used unpossible germs destroyed.

cooked and possible germs are multiplied. The SANITARY DAIRY prevents the entrance of possible disease
germs into the milk and makes it safe for family use.
The Corbett Sanitary Dairy solicits your personal inspection at any time, but believe you would get a better
idea of what we are doing for you, if you come during the
milking periods which commence at 4 A. M. and 2 P. M.
and last about two hours. During these periods our cooling and bottling machinery are in operation.
Bottle washing and sterilizing operations commence
about 10 A. M. and 6..C.M.
Our dairy and residence are at the Forsy the place, West
Side, about.tup blocks south of the Plaza at junction of
Gonzales and South Pacific Streets.

The Corbett Sanitary Dairy
Las Vegas, New Mexico

